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ABOUT US
NTV is one of the top Russian federal broadcasters and the
largest privately owned TV company in Russia.
The channel holds the leading position as the largest content
producer and continues to increase its viewing share among the
key audiences. After 28 years of broadcasting, NTV remains one
of the most popular TV channels, continuously ranked among
the top 3. The broadcaster often raises to #1 position with its
series’ premieres and shows, while consistently remaining close
to being #2 in nationwide ratings.

NTV is especially strong in its original entertaining formats.
Сelebrity quiz show “Secret for a Million” has repeatedly
topped the weekend primetime ratings and is already adapted

As one of the largest content producers and distributors in
Russia, NTV offers a great lineup of series, primetime shows,
entertainment, lifestyle programs and documentaries. The
channel has really strong international footprint and is currently
represented on top streaming platforms, such as Amazon,
Bilibili, and TenTime. NTV’s distribution network covers Europe,
Asia, MENA and Americas, expanding rapidly worldwide.
NTV’s catalog holds over 52.000 hours of content including
17.500 hours of crime dramas, thrillers, and action series.

2022 HALF YEAR
NTV #2

THE INCREASE IN NTV`S MEDIA
RATINGS (2022 VS 2021)

9,82%

+5%

+8%

18+ AUDIENCE

14–44 AUDIENCE

FEMALE 14–44
AUDIENCE

in Azerbaijan. Recently premiered new music show “Superstar”
featuring forgotten idols from the 90s and 00s immediately
became the best weekend primetime event.
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Originality and high quality of NTV formats and series has
earned the company multiple accolades and awards in the very
competitive TV marketplace. The broadcaster successfully
produces and adapts international formats. One of such
adaptations, “The Masked Singer”, has been named the most

popular entertainment program on Russian TV for the past 4
years and the best music show in 7 years. TThe third season
of the show premiering in February 2021 continuously beats its
own record of the best weekend show with share raising every
episode.
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BRAND NEW

HITMAN’S CURSE
Drama, crime 

2022

16×48’
Ivan, former detective and now ex-con, seeks revenge for the
death of his partner and for the injustice that put him in jail many
years ago. ‘Seek and you shall find’ – out of nowhere a beautiful
woman ppears and offers him the archenemy on a silver platter.
Ivan is temped, how can he resist? This murder-for-hire puts him in
a league of assassins that he’s desperately trying to escape. His
conscience screams but his circumstances prevail. On the road to
his next target, he suffers from a memory loss after a car accident.
Saved by a roadside motel owner, a beautiful woman, former killerfor-hire is living in a state of an ignorant bliss. But the trouble finds
him. Torn between Scylla and Charybdis, the protagonist now has
to face the most dangerous target while having to save his family
and his soul from being completely destroyed.

HE’S CROSSED
THE LINE, CAN
HE COME BACK?

Director: Denis Karyshev.
Cast: Alexander Ustyugov, Karina Andolenko, Annak KotovaDeryabina, Evgeny Antropov, Nikita Tarasov, Dmitry Ulyanov.
TRO Media
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DRAMA

BRAND NEW

KAMAZ. EXTREME RACING
Drama, sport

Director: Stepan Korshunov.
2020

8×48’
Screeching sands, overheating engines, life-shattering accidents and courage – all of it came together in brand new NTV sports drama ‘KAMAZ.
Extreme Racing’. Based on the real stories from KAMAZ Master racing team and played by top stars, the series grips the viewers from the first scene
and won’t let go until the last moments. The main narrative revolves around a team member who, after being dishonorably discharged from the race
crew, wants a second shot 12 years later. He gets it and he undergoes a complete character transformation with a culminating finale. But it is so
much more than that: the generation conflict, the first female racer, impossible romances and spectacular stunts with big trucks conquering the
toughest desert conditions. The show is fantastic both from execution and the storyline perspective. It’s unique and original – NTV is the first to tell
this fascinating story about unbeatable KAMAZ Master team that has been dominating the big trucks’ rally raids for decades. They aren’t called ‘Tsars
of Dakar’ for nothing. But to get to that pedestal and to keep the laurel crown takes impossible courage, highest professionalism, and total trust
between the team members. This is the original TV series that brings desert heat, raw emotions and competitive sport challenges to global audiences.

THEY ARE THE TRUCK-RACING
TSARS OF DAKAR!

Cast: Anatoly Beliy, Igor Petrenko, Anton Vasilev,
Linda Lapinsh, Aristarh Venes, Makar
Zaporozhsky.
Art Pictures Vision,
supported by
KAMAZ Master team

In top 3 series on Premier VOD service first
month after release

Worldwide Distribution (except CIS) Beta Film
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DRAMA

BRAND NEW

FATHERLAND
Drama2020
10×48’
The dark and dramatic series exploring all shades of grey in a fractious
modern world is adapted from award-winning novel ‘Germans’ by
prominent Russian writer, Aleksandr Terekhov. Anton Ebergard, a journalist
famous for his cutting exposés on dirty public officials, has fallen on hard
times. His new book’s selling poorly; he was thrown out of his job in a
prestigious newspaper. Anton’s daughter takes part in street protests and
ends up behind bars. Money’s scarce: the bank is pressuring Anton who’s
behind on his mortgage payments. To get a job as a publicity officer at a
city council Anton has to go against his convictions. He warns the corrupt
Mayor that the law enforcement’s planning to catch him red-handed
when taking a bribe.
Entering the office, the former journalist starts sinking into the dark
underworld of off-the-books deals and, ruthless subterfuge, losing his
friends and loved ones. Each new decision takes him further away from
his former principles and ideals. In the end he becomes one of the people
he’s spent half of his life fighting. The pressure is high, and when the
blood spills Anton is torn by inner conflict. He has no nerve, or inner
strength to live in the world he created. The outcome is violent and
tragic.
The series was produced in 2 versions: the edgy director’s cut for
internet streaming and linear TV version.

BETRAY
YOUR OWN
CONVICTIONS
AND FACE THE
WORLD YOU’VE
CREATED

Director: Stas Ivanov.
Cast: Evgeny Koryakovsky, Anna Zavtur, Anton Vasilyev, Darya Ursulyak,
Valeria Lanskaya, Yulia Marchenko, Vitaly Kovalenko, Aleksey Grishin,
Vladimir Ustyugov, Aleksandr Ovchinnikov.

XLIII Moscow Film Festival “Episode one. Double
two” special program participant

Russian World Studios
Content Innovation Awards short list in
Best Debut Drama Series and Series Launch
of the Year
Top 10 most viewed series on KION VOD service
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DRAMA

BRAND NEW

DINOSAUR.
NEW SEASON
Drama, comedy, crime

2022

Seasons 1-3: 30×48’
Original and entertaining story of a ‘Dinosaur’ won the
viewers’ hearts and mindshare in Season 1, so it was only
logical to continue following the legendary safe cracker and
his family. A criminal drama with comic elements is built
on a controversy between a father, a former criminal, and
his newly found son, a police investigator. The series have
a strong character ark of an elderly thief, Babushkin, who
walks the way from disillusioned loner to caring father and
grandfather, ready to make sacrifices for the ones
he loves.
In Season 3 Dinosaur and his friend Basnya face a challenge
from a new generation of technologically savvy thieves.
The robbers entered through an underground tunnel and
cleaned up safe deposit boxes in a big bank. This daring
crime overshadowed all previous bank robberies conducted
by Dinosaur in his glory years, so now it’s a matter of
professional pride for him to catch the youngsters.
The problem is they’re very technologically savvy, unlike
Dinosaur, and they have nothing to lose. Great crimedy.

THE VETERAN JAILBIRD
TRIES TO FIND HIS
WAY IN THE MODERN
WORLD

18+ SHARE 19.9%
MORE THAN 43 MLN VIEWS
BEST PRIME-TIME EVENT OF THE WEEK

Directors: Pavel Ignatov.
Cast: Andrey Smirnov, Alexander Pankratov-Cherny,
Evgeny Miller, Anna Vasilieva, Cherni Wolfgang, Galina
Petrova, Kirill Kaganovich.

BEST TV-SERIES: INTERNATIONAL
TV-FILM FORUM “TOGETHER” WINNER

Gamma Production
18+ SHARE ON CHANNEL ONE EURASIA, KAZAKHSTAN:
18.2%
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DRAMA

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

CON STARS

WAR VETERANS TAKE CHARGE AND
FIGHT CRIME IN THEIR HOMETOWN

Comedy, drama

2022

8x48’’

A backwater prison house is expecting
a high-profile international inspection.
The commission members are
coming to review living conditions
and inmates’ “customer experience”.
Both are far from perfect. But it
is paramount to receive a positive
evaluation from the commission! So,
the Warden, General Hobotov, thinks
out of the box. He orders to replace
real criminals with actors, who, for
a hefty fee, will act as the most
satisfied and happy inmates in the
world. But things get complicated:
some real inmates are left behind, and
prison’s guards are desperately trying
to hide the secret diamond mining
business they run together with the
convicts.

Director:
Denis Karro.
Cast:
Arseny Robak,
Aleksandr Nosik,
Irina Savitskova,
Elena Lotova,
Irina Lukina,
Oleg Kamenschikov, Ivan
Mahovikov,
Sergey Sharifullin.
KIT Film Studio,
UdachaXXI

FLASHPOINT. NEW SEASON
Crime, thriller

Director: Artyom Nasibulin
2020

Seasons 1-2: 48×48’

18+ SHARE 13.6%
AROUND 193 MLN

Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
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This series became a prime time leader for 3 weeks in a row. The reason for such
a huge interest is a dynamic storytelling built around a family that tries to stick
together but eventually gets torn apart by conflicts and mistrust. This plot is
universally appealing and relatable, so the series will work perfect for any audience.
Set in a provincial town, series tells an action-packed tale of war veterans, coming
together to fight crime, corruption and injustice. The main character, Zheka, gets back
home after years of contract military service under contract. His ex-girlfriend became
a drug-addict, same as almost all young people in town. His mother and step-father
are entangled in a hopeless fight for a sawmill, taken by gangsters. So Zheka gathers
his friends, all military veterans, to restore justice in his hometown, that turned into
a real flashpoint.

Cast: Andrey Merzlikin, Aleksey
Maklakov, Yuri Chursin, Ivan Mamonov,
Sergei Hodkov, Aleksandr Udaltsov,
Anna Strashenbaum.
WeiT Media

AMBITIOUS WARDEN HIRES ACTORS TO
IMPERSONATE PRISONERS DURING AN
INTERNATIONAL INSPECTION
DRAMA

15

BRAND NEW

HE WHO IS WITHOUT SIN CAST
THE FIRST STONE

IN PRODUCTION

FIVE MINUTES OF SILENCE.
AFTER BECOMING
NEW SEASON
A RELUCTANT MEMBER
OF AN EMERGENCY
Adventure, action, drama
2016-2019
Seasons 1–4: 58×49’ 
RESPONSE TEAM,
A YOUNG MAN FINDS HIS
Action series about a young man who, as a member of an emergency response team, is
CALLING
transformed from a spoiled brat into a real hero risking his life to save others. The right mix of
Director: Alexey Prazdnikov.

PRESUMED GUILTY
Drama2020
8×49’
Five dangerous convicts are being transported for retrials. Among them a
career criminal, a disgraced oligarch, a luxury car thief, a serial killer and
a young man who murdered his rival in a jealous rage. The prison truck
crashes, and the convicts get on the run. The police react very quickly
and arrive on the crash scene, but the convicts have already escaped.
They hijack an intercity bus full of passengers, and use it to try and get
to Moscow in order to disappear in its bustling crowd. A tried-and-true
hostage-taking narrative takes unexpected, dramatic turns. Plagued by his
inner demons, the jailbird proposes they hold retrials right on the bus. The
criminals tell their stories to their unwilling companions so they could decide
if they’re guilty or not. The passengers judge the criminals, and vice versa.
The characters’ stories gradually unfold, intertwine and coalesce into a
coherent pattern. The clash of worldviews, circumstances and beliefs bring
to life a Biblical truth: the ability to admit your mistakes, understand and
sympathize with others is the cornerstone of any moral principles.
Director:
Aleksandr Franskevich-Laye.
Cast: Aleksandr Lazarev, Sergei Astahov, Vladimir Epifantcev, ALeksandr
Nosik, Vyacheslav Chepurchenko, Andres Puutusmaa, Kirill Krasnov.

16

Cast: Igor Lifanov, Roman Kurtsyn,
Anna Peskova, Oleg Andreev.
PRIOR Production Green Film Studio

strong personalities, stunts invented on the go, and beautiful nature create dynamic, family
friendly, and original drama.
Instead of getting a cushion job at the Moscow headquarters, a young graduate of the Emergency
Ministry Academy is assigned to a remote mountain rescue team. He finds himself on the country
outskirts, stripped of all his career perspectives and marriage plans. He mans up to the challenge
and establishes new, meaningful bonds with his teammates, because it’s a matter of life and death
out there. For better or for worse, mission after mission, they are becoming a real unit, where one
is for all and all is for one. The audience sympathize with the rescue crew’s personal dramas and
issues, and freezes in anticipation for each mission to be a win. But our heroes can’t win them all
or… can they?

Available on Looke, Brazil

Distribution rights for Vietnam: Genial Media
18+ SHARE 16%

Distribution rights for LATAM

AROUND 179 MLN VIEWS

VID Telecompany

17

DRAMA

IN PRODUCTION

Drama Buyers Summit official selection

WOLF TRAP.
NEW SEASON
Drama, crime

First day official screening

2019, 2022

Seasons 1-2: 32×48’

YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY
FROM YOUR PAST BUT
YOU CAN CHANGE
YOUR PRESENT
18+ SHARE 13.8%

After faking his own death, a notorious gangster Volkov
(Wolf) retires overseas and gets a new identity. When 20
years later his parents die in a car accident, he secretly
returns to his hometown. It turns out that a nephew of a
local mobster is responsible for his parents’ death, so, Wolf
brushes up on his gangster past and kills the man. In the
unfolding battle between the old-newcomer and local crime
bosses only one thing is clear — in order to survive, Wolf
must clean up his hometown from criminals.
The second season starts when Wolf and Kira hide in a small
town, while his wounds heal. After all that happened it’s
best for Wolf to leave the country for good. But he was away
for too long, and wishes to finally settle in his hometown.
And this, in turn, means a new fight with Anninsk’s new
shadow leader, the police chief, Remizov. But even Remizov
is a mere puppet in the hands of Anna from Moscow, the
secret ‘owner’ of several towns, Anninsk included.
DIrector: Denis Karyshev.

AROUND 58 MLN VIEWS

Cast: Aleksandr Ustyugov, Petr Rykov, Sergey Shnyrev,
Ekaterina Volkova, Viktoria Zabolotnaya.

THE MOST SEARCHED SERIES IN THE WEB,
BY RUSSIAN VIEWERS –

KIT Film Studio

RUSSIAN FILM AND SERIES ONLINE MEDIA

Distribution rights for India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal,
Sri Lanka, Maldives, Myanmar: VR Films

Will be aired on 360 TV, Latvia

18

19

DRAMA

AIRED

DR. DRIVER. NEW SEASON
Medical drama, romance

2018, 2019, 2021

Seasons 1-5: 100×48’
An emergency physician is accused of negligence, imprisoned, and
banned from practicing medicine. Released on parole, he gets a job as an
ambulance driver. Being part of the ER crew, he can’t hide his medical
expertise and keeps saving lives, even if ‘unofficially’. He only wants one
thing – to legally practice medicine again.
The life of the ER station consists of dramatic and often unconventional
medical cases and tumultuous relationships inside the team. The
characters’ life stories are troubled, but love heals all their wounds.
Characters live through windworld romances and hearbreaks, solve tough
parenting problems and deal with personal dramas, all while working
hard to save many lives.
Through the 2 seasons the audience keeps their fingers crossed for
Dr. Driver to win over bad guys who are standing in his way of helping
people. And in seasons 3 and 4, he will continue on the rollercoaster of
melodramas, real medical emergencies, and questionable criminal ties.
But all of that is for one purpose only – to be the doctor he was
born to be.

MEDICINE
IS HIS LIFE AND
HE MUST FIND HIS
WAY BACK TO IT

Director: Bogdan Drobyazko.
Cast: Gosha Kutsenko, Marina Domozhirova,
Ekaterina Volkova, Aleksandr Tyutin,
Stepan Kulikov, Pyotr Barancheyev.
RIM Production Studio

SEASON 1 18+ SHARE 20,7%

MORE THAN 189 MLN VIEWS

BEST PRIME-TIME EVENT OF THE WEEK
Aired on LTV Latvia

INTERNATIONAL TV FILM
FORUM “TOGETHER” NOMINEE

20

21

DRAMA

AIRED

WHEREVER
YOU ARE, THE
SEARCH AND
RESCUE TEAM
IS ON THE WAY

18+ SHARE 10.4%
MORE THAN 31 MLN VIEWS

THE MISSING
Drama, adventure, crime

2020

16х48’

Lieutenant Colonel Zorin is a top detective and a hardboiled cynical pro.
After an attempted hostage release operation fails, he gets “exiled” to the
Missing Persons Department. At the start, he looks down on his new job and
co-workers, including Margarita Smirnova, his boss. His relations with the
volunteers from search and rescue unit Phoenix, especially with the unit
leader Pavel (Pasha), get to even worse start. It soon comes to light that
Pasha is Zorin’s son who refuses to have anything to do with his father.
The hard road to restoring the long-destroyed father-son bond is one
of the major storylines in the series.
It’s far from its only thread though. The series features a whole cast of
characters, both from the police and the volunteer force. Each of them has
their own story, and sooner or later it will unfold intertwined with an action
packed and unpredictable “missing person” case. The methods used by the
police and the volunteers differ. Zorin prefers old-school decisive action,
arresting people and pressuring witnesses. The volunteers rely more on
social media, informal communities and help freely given by sympathizing
bystanders. Only by combining those old and new methods they can achieve
the best result – find the missing person.
The show is based on real experience of the largest volunteer search and
rescue service in Russia. Every two episodes reveal a new case, a new
heart-stopping search and a new result based on common effort.
Director: Ivan Glubokov.

Distribution rights for Europe, Asia,
North America and French-speaking
Africa

Cast: Aleksandr Robak, Kirill Nazarov, Irina Verbitskaya, Arseny Robak,
Natalya Zemtsova.
Center Jupiter FM

Aired on 360 TV and 8 TV, Latvia

22

23

DRAMA

AIRED

RELUCTANT HERO
Drama, crime, comedy

2019

10×48’
Great series that tells a thrilling tale about a man who harbors
a deadly illness but discovers that his tumor shrinks if he does
something courageous. Reluctantly, the character turns from
a disillusioned inept loser into a true hero who risks his life for
others. Very engaging and entertaining, the story is delivered
with subtle humor and irony and will easily become a hit with
any audience worldwide.
Ivan Lutoshin is a loser, weak and disillusioned. When he
discovers that he has an inoperable brain tumor, he tries to
end his life, and fails even in that. His latest attempt ends in
an encounter with a cop. Lutoshin asks the cop to send him
on a dangerous drug bust – in this case his death will amount
to something. Unexpectedly, the cop says yes. Lutoshin’s
suicidal courage leads to unexpected results – he stays alive,
and helps to catch the criminals. Moreover, he finds out
something unexpected – the tumor apparently shrunk because
of adrenaline rush. So, the character’s life becomes intertwined
with Tumanov’s work, and he commits more and more heroic
deeds.

BEING A HERO
IS THE ONLY WAY
TO SURVIVE
18+ SHARE 12.6%
MORE THAN 18 MLN VIEWS
“PILOT” FILM FESTIVAL NOMINEE

Director: Anna Zaytseva.
Cast: Evgeny Miller, Kristina Asmus, Nikolay Klyamchuk,
Mikhail Evlanov, Marina Kaletskaya.
RIM PRODUCTION
Perfect as a format. The idea of the project has a universal
appeal, suitable for any country or budget.
Distribution rights for India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Maldives, Myanmar: VR Films

Aired on 360 TV and 8 TV, Latvia

24

25

DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

WITH SURGICAL
PRECISION
Medical drama, drama, crime

2021

20×48’
After a long absence, surgeon Maxim Mikhailov
returns to his hometown to help his mother,
who is suspected of having an early stage of
Alzheimer’s. He gets a job at a local hospital,
and on the very first day faces a serious test to
operate a patient with a severe brain trauma.
Maximov saves the girl, but when transferred
to the nearby regional hospital, she dies under
suspicious circumstances.
The doctor launches his own investigation
and finds out the dark truth behind the young
woman’s death. It is the first case in a series
of medical and criminal mysteries he is going
to solve throughout the series. Maksimov is
a talented doctor and a passionate person,
but his methods are both outrageous and
admirable. He keeps saving people’s lives
performing the most challenging surgeries but,
as it turns out, not everyone is happy about
it. The main character will have to solve not
only professional issues, but also deal with his
personal life: difficult relations with his brother
and ex-wife, the transitional age of his daughter
Lisa and the mother’s illness. In addition, three
women will show signs of affection to Mikhailov
all at once, and a dangerous enemy will appear
among men.
Director: Angelina Nikonova.
Cast: Aleksandr Ustyugov, Gennadiy Smirnov,
Vladimir Seleznev, Tatiana Rasskazova.

Director: Artem Aksenenko.
Cast: Pavel Priluchny, Vladimir
Epifantsev, Artur Vaha,
Agata Mutsienitse.
KIT Film Studio

CAGED
Drama, crime
In top-5 series on START
VOD service

BRILLIANT SURGEON WILL STOP AT NOTHING
TO HELP PATIENTS AND FIND THE TRUTH

Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
Distribution rights for India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Maldives, Myanmar: VR Films

Amedia Production
18+ SHARE 13.9%

26

A STREET FIGHTER WANTS A
FRESH START BUT HIS CRIMINAL
FATHER GETS IN THE WAY

2 VERSIONS OF THE SERIES WERE PRODUCED
PEOPLETALK AWARD BEST SERIES

2019

10×48’
Sergey “Fidget” Yevdokimov returns home after serving 8 years in prison.
Here, he has an autistic brother, an alcoholic mother, an ex-wife with
a kid, and double crossing friends. While in prison, Sergey was a UFC
fighter, but he wants to start over. His father returns at the same time,
while actually fleeing from prosecution. Aleksandr “Doc” Yevdokimov is
a former UFC champion who’s now a fitness instructor. Doc enters the
world of UFC again to win and make money, but this time, with the help
of his protégés. He brings his mistress Vera along. Sergey has no desire
to patch things up with his father and especially with his lover, but Doc
convinces him to join the team and participate in underground fights.

DRAMA

27

AIRED

AIRED

SOME SECRETS ARE
BETTER LEFT UNTOLD

Drama, crime

2019

16×48’

BLOWN AWAY
Drama, thriller, mystery

INVISIBLE TARGET

2019

16×48’
A sudden explosion demolishes a mediocre
5-story building in the city. Only 10 people
have survived but they’ve lost everything –
their loved ones are killed, apartments are
destroyed with everything that was in there.
The authorities are being quite evasive,
so the 10 survivors decide to start their
own investigation into the real reasons
behind the blast. The police, the FSB, and
the self-appointed detectives will all be
pursuing different versions but only after we
witness these 10 people’s lives unfolded and
intertwined, we will discover the truth about
the explosion and it will be quite shocking.
Director: Alexey Marmontov.

Sergei is a genius with a photographic memory, which
is a blessing and a curse. He works for a powerful mafia
cartel, but it’s not a willful employment and he decides
to run away. He escapes, but the cartel’s revenge is swift
and deadly – they murder Sergei’s beloved girlfriend. Grief
stricken Sergei turns himself in to the authorities and asks
for the protective custody in return for his testimony against
the cartel. He holds vital information about the financial
dealings and can really put the mafia bosses behind bars,
which makes him their imminent target. He goes into
witness protection and starts a new life as an insurance
salesman, but there’s no hiding from mafia even with the
new identity. He and the police officer who is assigned
to him have to find a way to trust each other in order to
survive. Will they make it?

TRUST AGAIN
AND YOU WILL LIVE

Director: Olga Kandidatova.
Cast: Vladimir Danai, Anna Arefeva, Tatyana Trunova, Dmitriy
Podnozov.
Studio Panorama

Cast: Sergei Zharkov, Nina Gogaeva,
Ekaterina Simahodskaya, Vlad Pavlov, Artyom
Yoshkin, Egor Klinaev.
18+ SHARE 12.8%
LEGIO FELIX
MORE THAN 79 MLN VIEWS

Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM

28

Catch-forward on VOD platform PREMIER

29

DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

SHOCK WAVE
Crime, adventure, drama

2020

10×47’
Three retired military captains and friends — Viktor Seryogin, Joker and
Aleksandr Pekhota — used to serve together in war zones. Now they walk
separate paths – Seryogin works in police bomb squad, Joker keeps a car
repair shop and Pekhota runs a fireworks store. Once there were
4 of them, but Ivan Legostayev, a demolitionist, betrayed his brothers-inarms and took the terrorists’ side. Six month later Seryogin found him in a
remote mountain village during a military operation. Tragic turn of events
lead to Legostaev’s wife and daughter’s death, and the demolitionist
swore revenge to his former army friends. 10 years later Legostaev, who
managed to escape from prison, starts killing his former fellow officers
one by one. The lives of the three captains, their families and innocent
bystanders are at risk once again. And this is only a first case of the 10
episodes series, where suspense is always high and the questions remain
the same: are the three friends good enough to take care of the bombs
planted by fate? Can they save themselves and their loved ones?

PRISON CAMP
Drama, crime
16×48’

COMBAT FRIENDSHIP
IS STRONGER THAN ANY
BOND WHEN IT COMES
TO SAVING LIVES

KIT Film Studio, Ika Film

Ivan Kornilov is a former Special Forces Commander of the Execution Squad. After a
conflict with his superiors and a bad breakup with his girlfriend, he decides to leave
Moscow. Kornilov learns about a vacancy in a prison camp and gets a job there as a field
officer. The camp is a melting pot of all sorts of characters from different social classes.
The prison camp’s single female employees start to fight for the newcomer’s attention,
but Kornilov can’t forget his ex until the sudden encounter with an inmate, Lyuba. The
former actress has witnessed a crime that occurred in the camp, and she’s now in
danger. Will he save her and open his heart or get more disillusioned and cynical?

FORMER OPERATIVE
ESCAPES MOSCOW
TO START OVER WORKING
IN PRISON CAMP

Director: Artyom Mazunov.

Director: Ilya Shekhovtsov.
Cast: Maksim Schegolev, Anatoly Kot, Ivan Kokorin, Nikolay Kozak, Gleb
Gervassiyev, Olesya Fattakhova.

2019

AROUND 14 MLN VIEWS

Cast: Aleksey Morozov, Lukerya Ilyashenko,
Sergey Komarov, Ekaterina Solomatina,
Vladimir Yumatov, Aleksandr Tyutin.

18+ SHARE 12.8%

RoEl Studio
AROUND 48 MLN VIEWS

30

31

DRAMA

AIRED

AIREDПРЕМЬЕРЫ

FACED WITH BETRAYAL FROM THE LOVED
ONES, THE BOXING CHAMPION HAS TO
FIND A NEW GROUND

SLEEPERS

THE
FIGHTER

This very intense psychological crime-thriller
tells a riveting story about painted portraits
of ‘Sleepers’— dead people whose souls
reincarnate into men and women that look the
same as them. The paintings can release their
magic powers to their master — the Artist who
created them. The Artist himself reincarnates
as different painters and forces them to commit
murders after the portraits are finished. At the
center of it all, is the first sleeper — the Artist
must find her and reunite with her soul to get
the ultimate powers, even if it means killing
everyone in his way…

Drama, sport

Thriller, crime, mystery, drama

2017

8×50’

2019

16×50’
The Astakhovs boxing dynasty is breeding a
new champion – Denis. The whole family works
hard for his success. Only Denis’ championship
matters. This is the strength of the family and
its weakness.
One day Denis looses an important fight and
the only way to get back into the ranks is
to bribe the sporting officials. He decides to
make money by becoming a paid fighter. He
doesn’t understand that in a commercial fight
things are totally different and he has to make
compromises to survive. But that’s not the
worst thing. The main knockout will come from
someone he least expects – from his beloved
wife Natalia. Apparently, she and Denis’ father
are connected by more than a simple family
tie...

Directors: Ilya Kulikov, Nikita Grammatikov.
Cast: Evgeny Stychkin, Anastasia Zavorotnyuk,
Yury Chursin, Alexander Sokolovsky,
Sophia Kashtanova, Anna Kotova.

WHEN REAL LIFE STARTS TO EMBODY
ART, DRAMA UNFOLDS

LEGIO FELIX

MORE THAN 16 MLN VIEWS

Directors: Sergey Bystritsky, Sergey Vinokurov.
INTERNATIONAL TV FILM FORUM
“TOGETHER” NOMINEE

Cast: Makar Zaporozhsky, Oleg Fomin,
Victoria Romanenko, Roman Kurtsyn,
Kirill Varaksa, Kirill Polukhin.
Russian World Studios
18+ SHARE 10.4%

32

AROUND 48 MLN VIEWS
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DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

THE
POLICEMAN’S
WIFE

NO WAY OUT
Drama, crime, thriller

Drama, action, crime 
2017

2017

16×48’

16×48’
This female-led police drama is unusual and
typical at the same time. A woman who has
to man up to protect her family and a husband
who is so strong on the surface yet rotten
inside... Lera and Victor Valetsky are together
for almost twenty-five years but still love each
other. But Victor has a secret he wants to keep
from his wife at all costs – he is a dirty cop. He
is bitter and disillusioned, and everyone in town,
except his wife, hates and fears him.
A young detective Gleb Smyslov is transferred
to Victor’s department and becomes obsessed
with a single idea – to expose his boss. It
becomes more and more difficult for the corrupt
cop to hide things from his wife. How will it end
for two of them – with a complete crash or a
new beginning?

This gripping thriller starts as a journalist’s
investigation in the turbulent 80s and suddenly
evolves into a revenge story in the violent 90s. The
compelling murder mystery that won’t be solved
until the last episode is combined with shootings,
chases and intense dialogues. An investigative
journalist Verkhovtsev takes on an assignment to
write an article about criminals on the death row.
To get to the local prison and talk to inmates he
falsely confesses to a murder. But suddenly he is
convicted and sentenced, and everyone he knows
turns away from him… He serves 7 years in jail and
gets out in the mid-90s. Now he has to find out why
he was betrayed, and to find the real murderer, who
committed that terrible crime he was sentenced for…

PUT IN JAIL FOR THE CRIME HE DIDN’T
COMMIT, A JOURNALIST SEEKS
REVENGE ON THOSE RESPONSIBLE

Directors: Evgeny Sologatov, Victor Tatarsky, Armenak
Nazikyan.

Director: Alexander Solovyov.

Cast: Dmitry Palamarchuk, Agnia Ditkovskite,
Alexander Lykov.

Cast: Vitaly Kishchenko, Victoria Tolstoganova,
Stanislav Belyaev, Lukerya Ilyashenko,
Yury Kuznetsov.

3X Media

18+ SHARE 12.3%
BECAME A HIT ON CHANNEL ONE
EURASIA, KAZAKHSTAN
18+ SHARE 26,1%

MORE THAN 46 MLN VIEWS

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A PERFECT WIFE
DISCOVERS THAT HER HUSBAND IS A DIRTY
COP?

Pavel Lungin’s Workshop

Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
18+ SHARE 14.1%
18+ SHARE 31.9%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN

MORE THAN 17 MLN VIEWS
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DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

RETRIBUTION
Drama, action, romance

BULLET
2018

Drama, mystery, action

2018

10×48’

10×48’

Burned by being in the Middle East, a former Special
Ops commander returns home to reunite with his little
daughter and ex-wife. She is remarried to a local banker
and something is clearly rotten in this new, seemingly
peaceful, life. Trying to get to the truth using his regular
combat skills, commander Shatokhin ends up in jail, his
ex-wife and daughter dead. The surrounding circumstances
are very shady, same as the town’s economic affairs… The
Mayor, Chief of Police, and the local special ops are all part
of the conspiracy, so there’s almost nowhere to go for help.
Captain Shatokhin must find a way to avenge the death of
his loved ones and for that he has to change his ways and
become calculating, clever, and unpredictable instead of
bluntly overpowering. But what really drives him is hope.
Hope for new love, new life, and for getting justice.

He is a former special ops commander and she is an
IT specialist. 20 years ago his mother and her father
died in a tragic fire accident. A man was arrested
and sentenced for arson, but as it turned out he was
innocent… Now two young people want to find those
responsible, but while doing so they run into a series
of new murders. Their investigation uncovers a dark
conspiracy rooted in greed, rich oil profits, and criminal
actions. The commander gets shot and survives, but
he now has a bullet in his brain. Extracting it will kill
him, keeping it will prevent solving multiple murders
and punishing the killers…
Director: Alexey Bystritsky.
Cast: Nikita Panfilov, Maxim Schegolev, Anatoly Kot,
Alexander Yatsko.

Director: David Tkebuchava.

IKa film

Cast: Pavel Priluchny, Agata Mutsenietse, Zoya Berber,
Aleksandr Makagon.
Amedia Produciton, IKa film

A BULLET IN HIS BRAIN
HOLDS THE KEY TO SOLVING
MURDERS

18+ SHARE 12.2%
AROUND 81 MLN VIEWS

36

IN A TIMES OF PEACE,
YOU HAVE TO BE SMART,
NOT JUST STRONG,
TO RETALIATE

18+ SHARE 13.3%
18+ SHARE 19.8%
ON CHANNEL ONE EURASIA, KAZAKHSTAN

AROUND 48 MLN VIEWS
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DRAMA

AIRED

LINE OF FIRE
Drama, crime, mystery

AIRED

TO AVOID A DRUG-RELATED INTERNATIONAL
SCANDAL RUSSIAN DIPLOMATS HAVE TO
UNTANGLE THE WEB OF LIES SURROUNDING
THE EMBASSY

2018

8×48’
Former detective Tokarev has left the police long
ago and serves as a firefighter. His childhood
friend sells expensive medical equipment.
One of Tokarev’s colleagues becomes disabled
due to an artificial lung malfunction supplied
by a friend’s company. Aggravated, Tokarev
comes over to his friend’s place but finds him
murdered, with all evidence pointing at his wife
ordering the hit. But minutes before he died,
the businessman asks the former detective
to hire his adopted son Denis as a firefighter.
Denis and Tokarev have to get along with each
other and work together. They don’t just put out
fires, they also have to find the killer. On top
of all that, the young man has to overcome his
pyrophobia, he’s afraid of fire, which, of course,
is a problem if you’re a firefighter...

THE EMBASSY
Drama, spy, thriller

2018

14×50’
In this high paced political thriller, a Russian
Embassy official is arrested in one of the
Eastern European countries with a suitcase
full of drugs. The event takes the center stage
in the unfolding international scandal. But
his detention is only a part of the conspiracy
intended to discredit Russia and facilitate the
adoption of the anti-Russian legislation. Now,
a team of Russian diplomats led by Alexey
Prokofiev has to untangle the web of lies and to
reverse the situation. Time is running out — will
they makesucceed?
Director: Artyom Aksyonenko.
Cast: Igor Livanov, Victoria Tolstoganova, Gela
Meskhi, Vitaly Kishchenko.

Director: Alexander Kalugin.

Medved Film Studio

Cast: Alexey Barabash, Irina Valts,
Anastasia Matveeva, Sergey Tsepov.
KIT Film Studio

WHEN HIS BEST FRIEND IS MURDERED A
FIREFIGHTER TAKES HIS SON UNDER THE
WING. TOGETHER THEY MUST SOLVE THE
MURDER

Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM

38
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DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

IMPERSONATING A MAFIA BOSS
CAN BE TERRIBLY FUNNY

ESCAPADE
Сomedy, crime

2017

10×50’
In a private clinic of a small town, illegal plastic surgery is
performed to completely change the appearance of the local
mafia boss. Despite all the confidentiality, a killer finds his
way into the ward and injects the gang boss with a lethal
poison. Paramedic Vitya, working the night shift, hears some
noise in the ward and finds the patient convulsing. He injects
him with anesthetic, and the Mafiosi immediately dies.
Vitya is sure that the death of an unknown patient occurred
as a result of his medical error. Vitya’s best friend Artyom
proposes an off-the-wall solution: Vitya must play the role
of a gang boss that changed his appearance completely. Our
hero takes the advice and gets himself in a mess that will
completely turn his life upside down.
Director: Alexander Zhigalkin.
Cast: Pavel Priluchny, Ilya Glinnikov, Diana Pozharskaya,
Alexander Ilyin (junior), Alexander Ilyin (senior).

AGENT 001
Spy, thriller, drama

2019

12×48’

CIA AND KGB PLAY
THE SPY GAMES OVER
THE DOUBLE AGENT

Littlebox

The plot of this action-packed spy thriller takes us
back to the 90s. For many years, the CIA and the
FBI have been looking for the Russian mole among
the high-profile US Intelligence officers. Unable to
track down the ‘Agent 001’, the agencies’ Directors
decide to buy his/her alias instead. They send
emissaries to Russia to find a former high-ranking
Soviet intelligence official who’d know the identity
of the Agent 001 and would agree to sell it. To save
their top spy, Russians launch a counter operation,
giving Americans a ‘traitor’ who’s in fact an acting
intelligence officer. He must defect and sell a false
‘Agent 001’ identity to the Americans. Will they
buy the plot or will he get caught and killed?
Director: Mikhail Barkan.
Cast: Ivan Stebunov, Sergey Kolos, Maria Lugovaya,
Arina Postnikova, Sergey Barkovskiy, Yuri Tsurilo.
Gamma-production

Okko VOD platform
exclusive premiere

MORE THAN 12 MLN VIEWS
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41

DRAMA

BRAND NEW

NOBLE DETECTIVE
History, drama, mystery
Official selection

2019

20×48’

St. Petersburg, late 19th century. Young count Nikolay, a
scion of the old and noble Bezsonov line, is a genius with
perfect memory and powerful intelligence. The placid world
of balls, receptions and duck hunts bores him stiff. His
monotonous life, however, comes to an abrupt end when
Bezsonov becomes the center of the police investigation.
To prove his innocence and restore justice, the count finds
the real culprit. Recognizing that crime solving is his calling,
Bezsonov goes to work for the criminal police as a lowly
clerk without hesitation. His colleagues are cold toward
him. Only Shchukin, an experienced policeman, sees a future
star detective in the young man. Together they try solving a
series of mysterious, daring crimes committed in the city’s
underbelly and in the socialites’ boudoirs.
Director: Viktor Bozhinov.
Starring: Denis Nurulin, Aleksey Grishin,
Galina Kashkovskaya, Andrey Leonov,
Ivan Agapov, Artyom Markaryan.
LOOK FILM

Exclusive rights for Japan - NHK Enterprises

RUSSIAN COUNT
TURNS DETECTIVE
44

Aired on Mystery Channel Japan
Japanese female audience took a fancy of the main character,
count Nikolai
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PERIOD DRAMA

BRAND NEW

SAVAGE. NEW SEASON
Thriller, crime, history

2020

Seasons 1-2: 24x48’

WHAT IF YOUR NEXT
DOOR NEIGHBOR
IS AN EX-NAZI
IN HIDING?

In Season 1, a special investigative unit was hunting a Nazi
collaborator who faked his own death but resurfaced 30
years later. They had to dissect an incredibly sophisticated
web of lies and false identities in order to catch the criminal.
Powerful story, realistic sets, switching between WWII
and 70s timeframes, but most importantly – suspence –
made the series the ultimate viewers’ favorite both online
and offline.
In Season 2, the hunt for Nazi collaborators, masquerading
as regular Soviet citizens, will continue. The KGB lieutenant
colonel Eliseev is investigating a young girl’s murder in
Saint Petersburg when he suddenly finds a trace of the Nazi
surgeon Herman Schultz. This infamous doctor conducted
experiments on prisoners during the WWII, and has been on
the run ever since. Many years later he goes back on the
hunt for victims.
Directors: Leonid Belozorovich.
Cast: Dmitry Mulyar, Sergey Puskepalis, Vladislav Konoplev,
Aleksey Kirsanov, Yury Itskov, Anastasiya Mytrazhik.
Amedia Production

18+ SHARE 19.5%
AROUND 43 MLN VIEWS
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Russian TV Academy ‘Best TV War Series’
and ‘Best Actor’ nominee
Yuri Ozerov War Film Festival ‘Best Series’ Award
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PERIOD DRAMA

BRAND NEW

GANGS OF ROSTOV.
NEW SEASON
History, drama, crime

2019

36×48’
In Season 1 of the hit historical gangster saga we’re
watching the violent rise of gangland power in Russia after
the October Revolution. The main character, Kozyr, the
now Chief of Criminal Police, used to be a famous criminal
in this same town. He sees his colleagues, friends, and
even his wife murdered, but only gets stronger and more
determined to win this war on crime. In Season 2 the battle
between the old and the new — the Tsarist Russia and the
Bolsheviks’ order — has to continue. Kozyr will crack even
more challenging cases and get a new team. The Chief of
Criminal Police has to overcome incredible personal dramas,
especially the loss of his wife, and to remain strong and
focused. He is up against not only ruthless criminals but
also Cheka — Soviet secret police — their local commander
has a huge grudge against Kozyr, and he’ll be seeking
revenge in every possible way.

NEW ORDER.
SAME OLD THIEVES.
WHO WILL PREVAIL?

Director: Pavel Drozdov.
Cast: Artur Smolyaninov, Alexey Barabash, Aleksandr
Golovin, Ivan Ohlobystin.
KIT Film Studio

18+ SHARE 19.2%

RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’ AWARD NOMINEE
Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM

AROUND 53 MLN VIEWS
PRIME-TIME LEADER

‘RUSSIAN DETECTIVE’ TV AWARD 2020
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DRAMA

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

MONEY TRAIL

NO ORDER TO DIE
War, history, drama

2022

Crime, drama

2022

8x48’

10×48’

Young Lieutenant Neretin was a German language scholar,
and volunteered for WWII as a translator. Soon after his arrival
to the front lines a captured German officer dies suddenly.
His death seems very suspicious to Neretin who spent his
childhood in the morgue watching his mother, a CSI official,
perform autopsies. Neretin suspects everyone – from the
regiment commander to his best friend. Meanwhile, the sleeper
agent gets more active and establishes communication with
his handlers over the front lines. He is ordered to facilitate
the attack of German tanks on Leningrad. And just like that
a German intelligence officer and a young Russian military
translator begin a life-and-death chess game. Each fight for
their own dreams and ideals.

A retro crime series based on a true story about the shocking case of the
infamous Soviet money counterfeiter. It’s the mid-80s, Moscow. A gruesome
murder of a whole family shocks the city. The killer took the lives of the
father, his elderly mother, and the older son. The only living members of the
family are the younger son, who didn’t see much while hiding in the sofa,
and the mother, who wasn’t home at the time of the murder. The police
finds an impressive amount of money and a stack of lottery tickets that
were hidden inside the sofa. The lottery tickets are discarded for a while.
The main question is where all this money come from? Why an ordinary
taxi driver has such high-quality counterfeit hidden in his family sofa? The
investigation team is headed by an experienced police officer Cheyanov.
Rookie Elena Kozina is put under his command. A firm believer that girls
are not suited for fieldwork, Cheyanov slams Elena with paperwork. She,
however, studies the case materials and starts her own investigation. Both
Cheyanov and Kozina are fanatical seekers of truth; both are extremely
passionate about their job. Working on the case, Cheyanov and Kozina come
to the realization that the key to the mystery lies within the lottery tickets
that were found out to be fake. The clues lead them to Nikolay Grishin, an
unappreciated genius who on his own created an intricate get-rich-quick
scheme based on fake lottery tickets.

Director: Olga Subbotina.
Cast: Aleksandr Pashkov, Dmitry Vlaskin, Eduard Flyorov,
Lyanka Gryu, Dmitriy Kalistratov.
Tromedia

Director: Sakhat Dursunov.
Cast: Dmitry Miller, Denis Vasiliev, Olga Venikova, Ekaterina Primorskaya,
Sofia Doniants, Leonid Gromov, Artyom Osipov, and others.
An-Film

YOUNG TRANSLATOR GOES
THROUGH TURMOIL
OF WWII AND BECOMES A HERO

A VETERAN DETECTIVE AND A YOUNG FEMALE
TRAINEE SOLVE THE SOVIET UNOIN’S MOST
FAMOUS COUNTERFEITING CASE

50

51

DRAMA

AIRED

TO CATCH A SERIAL
KILLER A DETECTIVE
HAS TO GO AGAINST
THE SYSTEM

MURDEROUS
FERVOR
Drama, crime, history

2020

10×48’
Incredibly tense criminal drama about one of the most scandalous serial
killer cases in USSR. From 1971 through 1985, “The Vitebsk Strangler”
tortured and killed 36 women in Belorussia, the quietest and most paraded
Soviet republic. Up until 1984 no one suspected the killer and only a broughtin investigator from Moscow spotted the pattern and decided to hunt the
maniac. He ran into inertia, corruption and sabotage from the local cops who
coerced confessions and put innocent people in jail pretending to ‘solve’ the
case. Some were even executed while the perpetrator continued to strangle
his victims. The grim and chilling story unfolds with authenticity and realism
that keep the audience glued to their screens waiting for the killer to be
brought to justice. Against all odds, it gets done. 
Director: David Tkebuchava.

8+ SHARE 13.2%

Cast: Sergey Marin, Zoya Berber, Sergey Chirkov,
Sofia Sinitsina, Vyacheslav Krikunov.
Amedia Production
Amediateka VOD platform top-10 in
the month of release

Aired on 360 TV and 8 TV, Latvia

Available on TVP VOD, Poland

Distribution rights for selected regions
Official selection
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53

PERIOD DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

GOLD RUSH
Drama, history, crime

2019

16×48’

THE DARKEST HOUR
History, crime, drama

2020

16×48’

THE WORST WAR IS WHEN
YOU CAN’T TELL FRIEND
AND ENEMY APART

18+ SHARE 12.5%

In top-10 series of the first half of 2021,
via Kino.Mail.ru

54

A post WWII criminal drama, masterfully filmed and produced. Fantastic
performance, great historical details and ambience immerse the viewers
into the atmosphere of post-war USSR. At the same time, the show has a
modern edge thanks to the detailed characters’ psychology and backstory.
The war is over but the life is far from being back to normal. It is now the
war on crime and Lieutenant Denis Zhuravlev must unholster his gun and
protect the safety of civilians. He has to go undercover and become a
member of a brutal local gang. He is in and he’s risking his life to stop the
murders and heists, but then the plot takes a very dangerous, unpredictable
turn. The project is a true gem for audiences worldwide.

Set in the 70s, series revolves around a very
strong character, former WWII veteran who’s
now in charge of a gold mine and is trying to
make it a perfect case of social justice and
prosperity for his employees. He invests all
of his own money and profits into buying new
equipment and paying top salaries, while the
corrupted Communist Party and KGB officials
are plotting against him, because Lagin isn’t
sharing his good fortune with them. The
troubles are mounting – his older son dies
protecting the mine from a criminal attack, the
youngest leaves the country and denounces
his father. At the end, Lagin is left completely
alone, disillusioned and sad. And of course,
gold and greed are the top drivers of all crimes
committed in the series, perfectly capturing the
dark tension of the period and personal dramas.
Director: Leonid Belozorovich.

Director: Igor Zaytsev.
Cast: Konstantin Khabensky, Andrey Burkovsky, Artur Smolyaninov, Maksim
Beloborodov, Artur Vaha, Alyona Mikhailova, Agniya Ditkovskite.

Cast: Aleksandr Baluyev, Maria Poroshina,
Aleksey Kirsanov, Vladimir Verevochkin,
Timur Badalbeyli.

Art Pictures Vision, MIM Film Studio

PC Bravo

AN HONEST GOLD-MINE FOREMAN
FIGHTS THE CORRUPTED SYSTEM,
RISKING HIS LIFE AND FREEDOM
18+ SHARE 14.1%
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PERIOD DRAMA

AIRED

WHEN THE MUSIC PLAYS,
WEAPONS STAND STILL

Vladimir Mashkov is known to international
audiences for his roles in “An American Rhapsody”
and “Mission: Impossible — Ghost Protocol”

BRASS SUN
War, drama

2018

6×48’
The most unique and unusual of NTV war series, this short drama takes
viewers to the 90s Central Asia. A group of militants has crossed the
border and is planning to attack a peaceful village. But a small military
orchestra suddenly stands in their way. Those boys are just kids, they
were drafted to play music and participate in military band competitions.
They have no clue how to fight. Their conductor is an experienced
commander but drinking and personal issues took a real toll on him. The
regular army regiment has been redeployed and without their support the
situation seems pretty desperate… What’s going to happen? Will they live
or die trying to save innocent lives?
Brilliant performance of Russian top stars, tormenting sympathy for
young boys caught in the middle of a guerilla war, and palpable tension
form a perfect storm that won’t leave anyone unaffected.
Director: Karen Oganesyan.
Cast: Vladimir Mashkov, Olga Medynich, Aleksey Shevchenkov,
Sabina Akhmedova.

18+ SHARE 12.7%
INTERNATIONAL TV FILM FORUM “TOGETHER” NOMINEE

GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT NOMINATION
ON TBI CONTENT INNOVATION AWARD

MARS Media, Cargo Film Company
NATIONAL TV AWARD TEFI BEST SERIES
AND BEST ACTOR NOMINEE
MEDIABRAND AWARDS,
BEST PROMOTION FOR WAR DRAMA
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PERIOD DRAMA

AIRED

IN THE MIDST OF WWI AND
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION TWO
SISTERS FIGHT FOR THEIR
LOVE AND HAPPINESS

PREMIERED ON MIPCOM-2017, SPECIAL SCREENING

MORE THAN 20 MLN VIEWS
RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’ ASSOCIATION AWARD

THE SERIES AIRED AT EVENING PRIME-TIME IN
GREECE AND THAILAND.

GOLDEN EAGLE AWARD FOR BEST TELEVISION SERIES
NATIONAL TV AWARD TEFI
BEST DIRECTOR NOMINEE

THE SHOW STREAMED ON NETFLIX AND
WAS AVAILABLE TO OVER 130 MILLION
SUBSCRIBERS WORLDWIDE.

DRAMA CONTENT INNOVATION SHORT LIST

THE ROAD
TO CALVARY
History, drama

2017, 2018

12×50’
Breathtaking scenes, museum quality
costumes, and fantastic performance by
the top Russian stars created a brilliant
combination that won the hearts of the millions
of viewers in Russia and internationally. Dori
Media immediately saw the series’ potential and
took it for global distribution.
The series is a large-scale adaptation of the
famous Alexey Tolstoy’s novel “The Road to
Calvary”. Comparable to “Doctor Zhivago” by
the magnitude of dramas depicted there, the
epic drama follows Dasha and Katya Bulavins
throughout the tragic events of the WWI, the
October Revolution and the civil war in Russia.
If anyone knows impossible, inconvenient,
can’t-live-without-each-other love and ultimate
sacrifice, it would be Russians for sure. The
series takes viewers through one peril to
another, but, at the end, love does conquer
all. Powerful, dramatic, and beautifully made,
“Road to Calvary” is a true road to success.
Director: Konstantin Khudyakov.
Cast: Yulia Snigir, Anya Chipovskaya,
Leonid Bichevin, Pavel Trubiner.
Russian World Studios

Aired on
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PERIOD DRAMA

БЫЛ AIRED
В ЭФИРЕ

AIRED

THE LIGHTKEEPER
Drama, history, spy

2018

12×48’

DRAMA AND
HUMOR IN
19TH CENTURY
COURTROOM

This action-packed spy series set near the Black
Sea has everything to catch the audiences’
attention: a fast-paced plot, heart-thumping
action, and a multitude of characters from
all ways of life. The plot is revolving around a
hidden adversary of two men, who appear to be
partners in crime on the surface.
On the eve of World War I, Russian
counterintelligence learns of the upcoming
sabotage in Crimea. A German spy is going
to plant explosives in the Sevastopol Bay to
blow up the Russian fleet. To complete the
task, he recruits Russians of different social
standings — from military officers to criminals.
One of them, the main character Arseniy Sedov,
becomes close friends with a spy. The enemy
does not know that Arseniy is an intelligence
officer from the Russian Imperial Headquarters.

THE WIN CASES
History, crime, mystery, drama

2018

10×50’
The unique atmosphere of the Russian capital at the end of XIXth century is masterfully recreated
in this lavish costume court drama. Murder mysteries, brilliant attorney’s speeches, the true
camaraderie between three leading characters will keep the audiences’ hooked till the very end.
Dramatic stories are delivered with subtle humor making the series even more appealing. St.
Petersburg, 1895. Three close friends work as an undefeated team of top attorneys who enjoy the
reputation of being the best. The most notorious among them is Nikolay Andronov who has never
lost a trial. Nikolay’s performance during trials transforms the courtroom into a theater. Tickets
to his trials sell out faster than those for popular plays. One day Andronov and his team take on
a controversial and difficult case. A special prosecutor arrives from Moscow to handle the trial.
Gushin, nicknamed “the Lawyerbuster”, is also a star and has never been defeated in court by a
defense attorney. Gushin is determined to bring down Andronov, at any cost. Who will prevail in this
ultimate fight for justice?

60

Director: Pavel Drozdov.

Directors: Angelina Nikonova,
Alexander Nikolaev.

IF YOU’RE A SPY
TRUST NO ONE

KIT Film Studio

Cast: Nikita Panfilov, Anya Chipovskaya,
Nikita Efremov, Yulia Peresild, Evgeny
Antropov, Fyodor Lavrov.
COSMOS Studio

Cast: Maxim Drozd, Egor Beroev,
Ekaterina Vanchugova, Victor Terelya, Alexandra
Bogdanova, Igor Khripunov.

MORE THAN 20 MLN VIEWS
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PERIOD DRAMA

AIRED

18+ SHARE 17.9%

LENINGRAD 46
History, crime, drama

MORE THAN 139 MLN VIEWS

Season 1: 32×48’

RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’
AWARD

This gangster saga takes viewers on a rollercoaster from daring burglaries
and chilling murders to triumphs of law and order. Post-war Leningrad has
just survived the blockade and is still recovering from hunger, destruction,
and death. Detective Yuri Rebrov investigates high-profile cases: gangster
robberies, murders, and attacks. His work is the background for a serieslong confrontation between Rebrov and Igor Danilov.
Danilov was a good man whose life went sideways after he returned from
the Great Patriotic War. He lost his home, his job, his family, and fell to the
very bottom of criminal Leningrad. Over time, he abandoned his principles
and became the Teacher, a formidable, elusive gangster.

Director: Igor Kopylov.
Cast: Sergey Garmash, Yevgeny Miller,
Anna Tabanina, Aleksey Gorbunov.

62

2015

3X Media

AN EPIC GANGSTER SAGA OF
POST-WAR LENINGRAD, WHERE
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT CLASH IN AN
UNIMAGINABLE BATTLE BETWEEN DARING
CRIMINALS AND UNSTOPPABLE POLICE
Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
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PERIOD DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

GLITZ, MUSIC,
AND CONTRABAND

TO AVENGE HER HUSBAND’S DEATH,
A FORMER UNDERCOVER OPERATIVE IS
FORCED TO USE HER TRAINING AGAIN

COVER-UP BAND
Сrime, history, drama

2018

16×50’
Brilliantly executed, the series is authentic
to the period, light and funny, with great
costumes and young fresh cast. There is
plenty of hardcore action mixed with the
70s melodies in the unique ambience of the
USSR behind the iron curtain.
To dismantle the crime syndicate that
smuggles antique icons abroad, a brave
Soviet police officer sets up an undercover
music band. The musicians become the
supporting band for the main suspect,
the singer. They need to find the evidence
of his involvement in a life of crime, but
money, fame, and other temptations
get in the way. The lead operative in the
band is motivated by revenge at first but
throughout the series, he rediscovers his
true calling. Music.
Director: Stepan Korshunov.
Cast: Nikita Volkov, Lyubov Aksenova,
Ivan Dobronravov, Igor Chernevich,
Nikolay Kozak, Anatoly Belyi.
IKa Film

NEMESIS
History, action, crime, drama

2017

12×50’
During WWII, Russians had trained and used undercover female operatives, and Nina,
the Nemesis, is one of them. She tried to live a normal life but it all changed after her
husband got stabbed and the police refused to investigate. Nina decides to use her
special training to punish the killers.
With the help from her undercover colleague and former commanding officer Laptev, Nina
jumps right in the middle of the crime-fighting war. But her methods are controversial,
and she’s sought by police, including captain Granovsky, who’s in love with Nina, but
has no idea about her other identity. Nina, Granovsky, and Laptev find themselves in a
dramatic love triangle while confronting the worst criminals in the city.

18+ SHARE 17.2%
AROUND 52 MLN VIEWS

Director: Kim Druzhinin.
18+ SHARE 11.1%
AROUND 14 MLN VIEWS

Cast: Maria Kozhevnikova, Dmitry Palamarchuk, Dmitry Astrakhan, Maxim Merkulov,
Kirill Rubtsov.
3X Media

Olymusat Distribution
rights for LATAM

64

IN TOP-5 CATCH FORWARD SERIES
ON IVI.RU STREAMING SERVICE
RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’
AWARD NOMINEE

Olymusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
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AIRED

AIRED

YOUNG PEOPLE’S LIVES THROUGHOUT
THE LAST DECADES OF THE SOVIET UNION

THE SACRIFICING
Drama, history

OUR HAPPY
TOMORROW

2018

10×50’

FOR THIS WOMAN,
LOVE IS THE ULTIMATE SACRIFICE
18+ SHARE 10.5%
AROUND 19 MLN VIEWS

Drama, romance, history
16×50’

Based on a true story. Dark and gruesomely
cruel, the series will remind the world that a
Stalinist system was the worst kind of torture
for a human being.
USSR, early 1950s. Would you choose to live in
Siberian prison town if you were a frail woman
with a good job in Moscow? Zina Uvarova did.
She followed her fiancé, the lawyer named
Alexey Levitsky, to Siberia. He got sentenced
for 10 years in prison after a fabricated case.
While the former attorney passes through nine
circles of hell in a Stalinist camp, Zina gets a
job as a cleaning lady in a local court. She used
to work as a court secretary and now, using
her knowledge, she decides to save wrongfully
convicted people, and fabricates release
orders. But it’s all just a preparation for the
main event – to free Levitsky. She succeeds,
but at that very moment when he is out, she
gets caught…
Director: Igor Gedrovich.

Distribution rights for LATAM

Cast: Svetlana Ivanova, Dmitry Mulyar,
Sergey Puskepalis, Vyacheslav Manucharov.

Available on Looke, Brazil

Dixi Media

2016

Set in 1963 USSR, during Khruschev’s era, the
series follows lives of several young people.
They are full of hopes and dreams. An ordinary
worker meets a sophisticated girl and decides
to win her heart someday. But she wants to
become a journalist and is in love with her
idol, a famous TV host. An economics student
imagines a perfect world where there would
be no place for lies, self-interest and crimes.
And another young man is on the way to be a
concert pianist, but circumstances compel him
to try the pickpocketing instead…
30 years later. An ordinary worker built an
underground business empire, the pianistturned-thief became a powerful gang leader.
Their power struggle lasts for decades. Which
one will prevail over another?
18+ SHARE 11.5%

Director: Igor Kopylov.

AROUND 26 MLN VIEWS

Cast: Ilya Noskov, Olga Pavlovets, Evgeny Miller,
Yulia Aug, Maria Lugovaya.
3X Media

66

Distribution rights for LATAM
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PERIOD DRAMA

AIRED

AIRED

RED SPY.
THE LAST POEM

DEVIL HUNT
Drama, spy, history, adventure 

2016

History, spy, romance

2019

16×48’

12×48’

Devil Hunt is an intricate and captivating spy thriller where
Soviets, Nazis, Finns, and Japanese intelligence services plot
against one another. They want to get their hands onto a
scientific discovery that can be turned into a mega powerful
weapon. The search intensifies with WWII looming on the
horizon.
Coded messages, secret laboratories, suspension packed
chases, and shootings will keep viewers captivated from
one episode to another. The hunt will move from Finland
to Germany, to Russia, and even to France and it’ll be
impossible to guess what to expect next. And, of course, a
beautiful love story and camaraderie will bring just the right
touch of true emotions that we all can relate to.

Her name is Elle Ferrari and she’s the first Soviet spy.
Brilliant poet during the day and a secret agent at night,
Elena (Elle) is tasked with killing the White Army leader –
General Wrangel and stealing the millions in gold he’s
accumulated. She is very close to successfully completing
the mission when a British agent, a.k.a. local journalist
Max Ermler, gets in her way. Now they start the most
dangerous spy game where adrenalin pumping adventures
are unfolding non-stop. The stakes get enourmously high as
two characters inevitable fall in love with each other and
now it’s impossible to know who will outplay whom at the
very end…
Director: Konstantin Maksimov.

Director: David Tkebuchava.
Cast: Sergey Bezrukov, Evgeny Stychkin, Maria Lugovaya,
Ilya Lyubimov.

Cast: Olga Pogodina, Pavel Delong, Konstantin Krykov,
Nikolay Dobrynin, Alexandr Buharov, Sergei Gorobchenko,
Dmitry Isaev, Polya Polyakova.

KIT Film Studio

Oda Film Production

18+ SHARE 10.1%
MORE THAN 27 MLN VIEWS

Olymusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
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THE DEADLY
CHASE IS ON

SHE’S BEAUTIFUL. SHE’S
TALENTED. SHE’S A SPY
69

PERIOD DRAMA

BRAND NEW

A HERO COP
FACES THE
CONSEQUENCES
OF HIS
DOUBLE LIFE

DOUBLE LIFE
Thriller, crime, drama

2015

Season 1: 12×48’
Major Investigation Unit has two top detectives, nicknamed Shark and
Robin. They close major cases while working on the side for a local crime
boss, Schultz. At some point, Robin decides that he wants out. He talks
to Shark about it and few hours later is found dead. The scene looks like a
suicide, but the police don’t buy it, suspecting Shark is a murderer. Schultz
provides Shark with an alibi only to force the detective to smuggle a huge
drug shipment through the customs. After Shark complies, Schultz sets the
detective up by killing two guards with the policeman’s firearm. Now Shark
is on the run looking to avenge his friend’s murder and to clear up his name.
Director: Andres Puuctusmaa.
Cast: Evgeny Dyatlov, Vladimir Seleznev, Artyom Alekseev, Aleksey Grishin,
Victoriya Zabolotnaya.
Amedia

72

73

CRIME

BRAND NEW

SOMETIMES RECKLESS IS THE
ONLY WAY TO GO
SUNSHINE INVESTIGATIONS.
NEW SEASON
Crime, comedy

2019

Seasons 1-2: 50×48’
The protagonist is Sergey Sotnikov, the deputy chief of Sochi Police Department.
Everyone calls him by his nickname – the Speeder. Despite being around 40 and a
policeman, who ought to live by the book, he’s still a reckless boy at heart, and likes to
bend the rules. Foregoing a police car, he drives around the city on his motorbike.
Sotnikov could have been made Head of Criminal Investigations or even Police Chief a
long time ago, but he avoids office work like the plague. There are murders, robberies and
assaults going on in the city, and the Speeder does not miss a single one of them. Sochi
is safe – its Hero keeps the city under his wing.
Directors: Andrey Korshunov, Grigory Zhikharevich.
Cast: Nikita Panfilov, Artur Mkrtchyan, Maria Sandler, Ivan Vasilyev.
KIT Film Studio

18+ SHARE 18.9%

AROUND 92 MLN VIEWS

Olymusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
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75

CRIME

BRAND NEW

A NEW CAPTAIN
BRINGS NEW
ORDER TO
THE CENTRAL
PRECINCT
CENTRAL PRECINCT
Crime, drama

2021

10x48’
Moscow’s central precinct is expecting a new boss. One of the detectives is sure that
he will be promoted to head the unit. At one of the crime scenes the investigators run
into a witness who, unexpectedly, turns out to be their new chief, the outsider. This
creates huge tension inside the unit. The new Captain is a very controversial figure.
He plays nice and has a perfect record, but behind the scene he is involved in shady
dealings for a big crime boss. Yet it’s not his double-crossing nature that pushed the
new Captain to become a crime lord’s secret helper. Sobolev wants revenge for his
parents’ murder, ordered by the crime boss. Both sides play the dangerous double
game – the criminal tries to set up Sobolev to take a fall for drugs’ bust while Sobolev
is carrying out a plan to take down the whole criminal enterprise. Which one of them
is going to survive in this deadly crossfire?
Director: Leonid Plyaskin
Cast: Igor Fillipov, Ivan Kolesnikov, Aleksandr Nikolsky, Denis Druzhinin, Trifon Aprelsky.
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Alex Media

77

CRIME

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IN
A DOLPHIN INVESTIGATING
A MURDER?

FLASHLIGHT
Drama, crime, action, comedy

2020

20×48’
A Police General sends his son Seva, a detective, away
from Moscow, to a backwater city of N., to become a man
and grow into a real police officer. Without setting foot in
the department, however, a hard-working but clumsy Seva
unwittingly becomes a murder suspect. Out of the blue,
a weird character working for the N. city police, Grigory
Malinin nicknamed Puff, comes to his aid. Puff is a crime
photographer; he has been employed by the department
for a long time, and used that time to observe, make
mental notes and come to certain conclusions. Now he can
reconstruct the crime scenes using his pictures separated
by flashes and shutter clicks.
Seva is the only one who takes discoveries made by the
goofy genius seriously. Impressed by Puff’s abilities,
he begs his father to allow him to stay in N. That’s how
Seva becomes a senior investigator with the N. police
department and makes Puff his aide. The differences in their
personalities and age sometimes create tension, but on
the whole they complement each other perfectly. Thanks
to Puff’s support, keen eye and experience, Seva is able to
solve the most challenging cases.

MARINE DETECTIVE
Crime, action

HE TAKES PHOTOS THAT
SOLVE THE MOST MYSTERIOUS
CRIMES

2020

Season 1: 20×48’

Cast: Ivan Okhlobystin, Grigory Nekrasov, Vladimir Litvinov,
Viktoria Poltorak, Kirill Novitsky, Valery Zelensky, Ksenia
Dementyeva, Viktoria Korlyakova.

Detective Andrey Korablev comes back to the city of his birth to bury his grandfather
who was the only person he felt close to. After talking to some of his old friends and
acquaintances on both sides of the law, he starts suspecting that his grandfather’s
death was not an accident. Andrey meets Inna, a girl working at the Marine Life Institute.
She’s in charge of a dolphin that the scientists saved from near death. To Inna’s surprise,
Andrey tells her in earnest that he’s been able to understand the language of dolphins
since he was a kid. The true friendship developing between Andrey and Vasya the dolphin
helps Andrey tremendously in his investigation. No one knows for sure if he’s really able
to talk to dolphins, but he often uses “a dolphin told me” as an argument and it seems
to have a persuasive effect on those who’d like to hide their crimes at the bottom of
the sea. What’s more, several times the dolphin proves to be able to help Andrey in very
tangible ways.

IKafilm

Director: Murad Aliev.

Film Directors: Roman Yaroslavtsev, Stanislav Bulov.

Cast: Sergey Zharkov, Darya Rumyantseva, Sergey Kolos, Maks Maksimov, Alyosha
Shablyuk, Kira Kaifman, Denis Sinyavsky, Aleksey Baydakov, Evgeny Karpov.
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Gamma-Production

18+ SHARE 14.1%
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CRIME

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

SOME QUESTIONS ARE
BETTER LEFT UNANSWERED

MORTICIAN
DETECTIVES
Crime, comedy

2020

4×48’

THE INTERN

Two orderlies work at a forensics morgue in a
small town hospital: a career criminal Shishko and
a former police detective Kedrov. They don’t get
along, but are exceedingly polite to one another in
the presence of others. The only common ground
between them is their job. One day a young police
lieutenant Saykin comes to the morgue. People
at the department consider him a loser and pawn
most hopeless cases off him. Saykin joined the
force seeking the thrill of the unknown, but he
faints at a sign of blood and he has no idea what
to do with suspects. However, everything changes
after the green leutenant witnesses Kedrov and
Shishko solve a complex murder and crash expert’s
conclusion with just few logical questions.
Saykin presents the orderlies’ investigation
findings as his own and finally gets much needed
respect in the department. That is a start of a
tumultuous and often comical partnership that
helps all three characters solve one murder after
another.
Director: Sergey Chekalov.
Cast: Yuri Stoyanov, Roman Madyanov, Daniil
Vakhrushev, Yulia Galkina, Sergey Pogosyan.
WeiT Media

Сrime, drama

2022

4×50’
A young detective Antonov idolizes
an experienced policeman Yegorov.
Antonov comes to work with Yegorov’s group,
but their relationship gets off to a bad start.
The intern’s puppy love annoys Yegorov;
Antonov, after getting to know Yegorov closer,
starts disliking the older man. The detectives
are investigating a murder of a young woman
that eventually leads them to a serial killer. In
the end, the knot of the investigation tightens
into something so complicated and terrifying,
that Antonov has good reasons to believe that
Yegorov is, in fact, the serial killer... The story
ends in a fight to death between the intern and
his mentor.

MORGUE ORDERLIES AND
THE GREEN DETECTIVE
INVESTIGATE COMPLEX CRIMES

Director: Andrey Balashov.
Cast: Dmitry Lavrov, Vladimir Petrov, Ekaterina
Panasyuk, Vitaly Kravchenko.
Alex Media

18+ SHARE 16.8%

AROUND 12 MLN VIEWS
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CRIME

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

EXTREME TEAM
Crime, comedy

2021

100 DAYS IN

20×48’

Crime, drama

Ivan Titov is the best detective in the city. He’s always worked alone until one day he had to take in
two partners at once. They are Vlad, a Police General’s son, and Lera, a fresh university graduate.
Vlad has a degree in law and dreams about moving to London. His father, however, wants him to
get some experience as a detective. Lera is eager to prove to everyone that police work is her real
calling and that her honors degree was not just a piece of paper. Ivan doesn’t want anything to do
with these two, but ends up having to pull them out of jams they constantly get into. He doesn’t
know that the young duo is here to save him from loneliness and their creative energy will help
him propose to the love of his life. The unlucky police family might have eventually fitted together
if not for the evil colleague Komarov. He wants to be friends with the General’s son and use that
connection to get ahead in his career. When it comes to real police work though, Komarov is only a
paper-pusher and not the super-detective he imagines himself to be. That’s how the main character
gets a third partner that he has to keep an eye out for and to occasionally get him out of troubles.

2019

8×48’
While apprehending a criminal, Rakitin, an
experienced detective, accidentally shoots a
hostage. The hostage’s name is Rita; she’s a TV
show host. To the surprise of everyone, including
Rita, who has already forgiven the policeman,
the court sentences Rakitin to real jail time. On
top of that, he has to serve it in a colony ruled by
felons. For a former cop, that is a death sentence.
As it turns out, Rakitin’s transfer was arranged by
the warden, who needs an experienced detective
inside. A series of killings took place in the colony.
Rakitin has no other option but to accept the
offer and start looking into the murders. Rita,
meanwhile, quits her job and, driven by her desire
to help Rakitin restore justice, moves to live in the
village near the prison.
Director: Alan Dzotsiev.
Cast: Artyom Tkachenko, Ksenia Lukyanchikova,
Ilya Shakunov.
Director: Mikhail Kabanov.

3X Media

Cast: Sergey Puskepalis, Ekaterina Stulova, Maxim Litovchenko, Sergey Genkin,
Marusya Klimova, Andrey Bagirov, Alexander Oblasov, Larisa Luzhina, Yuri Vaksman.
KIT Film Studio
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EXPERIENCED COP IS TORN BETWEEN
HIS DUTY AND KEEPING HIS YOUNG
TEAMMATES OUT OF TROUBLE

IMPRISONED POLICEMAN MUST FIND
A SERIAL KILLER OR DIE

83

CRIME

IN PRODUCTION

MISCHIEF
Crime, drama

2022

20×48’

UNDERCOVER COP
STIRS UP THE RAT’S
NEST OF GANGSTERS
AND CITY OFFICIALS

After hitting his wife’s high-ranking lover, detective
Morozov is forced to relocate to a small town.
He needs time to lay low and then he can be
reinstated back in Moscow. However, the small
town proves to be full of big criminal forces. It all
starts with the murder of the Chief of Criminal
Police and then shifts to the blatant shooting of
the local industrial magnate. Yet, no one in the
small town is rushing to crack the case so the
new detective applies his skills and experience
trying to solve it. As is turns out, he has crossed
paths with very powerful criminal groups which
now are hunting him. The local authorities and
many colleagues from the force seem to be deeply
entrenched with the mafia, so Morozov has to
go into hiding to avoid being killed. It’s the small
town’s governor that’s behind all the corruption
and shenanigans. What no one knows is that
detective Morozov is deeply undercover and they
will all face the music when things go bust.

Director: Artyom Mazunov.
Cast: Vahtang Beridze, Andrey Gradov,
Nikolay Ivanov, Filipp Bledny,
Aleksandr Zelsky.
RoEl Studio
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CRIME

IN PRODUCTION

IN PRODUCTION

MIA: MILITARY INTERNAL AFFAIRS
GUARDSMEN
Сrime, drama

Сrime, drama
20×48’

2022

16×48’

The action-packed series tells the story of five brave soldiers who form a special
authority squad under the General Staff of the Ministry of Defense. Their objectives
are to keep the military secret, investigate the most merciless crimes, and confront a
spy ring that has its strings attached to the highest state officials. The squad consists
of two professional soldiers Temur Chikovani and Mikhail Roshchin, computer genius
Semyon Pashkevich, doctor Pyotr Mikhalchenko, and Federal Security Service Officer Irina
Starostina, who’s the last to join the group. Lieutenant colonel Smetannikov heads the
squad. Their work is curated by General Mogutin, portrayed by Aleksandr Polovtsev.

Spec ops soldier Mikhail Tsaryov visits his
hometown in Murmansk Oblast for the celebration
of his father’s jubilee. His father, Nikolay
Tsaryov, is a police colonel and head of the local
administration of the National Guard of the Russian
Federation. Suddenly, amidst the banquet, Nikolay
is arrested on suspicion of corruption. Young and
ambitious investigator Yulia Borisoglebskaya claims
that Nikolay abused his power and position to tax
half of the entrepreneurs in the city. Mikhail can’t
believe his father is guilty. His old friend Ruslan
Granin, National Guard Major, thinks the same.
Both admired the Colonel as an ideal officer and
honest man. Mikhail joins the National Guard as a
simple Sergeant. The arrest of his father prevents
him from progressing to an officer. But he wants
only one thing - to find evidence of his father’s
innocence. Yet the truth he’s seeking will turn his
world upside down, and Mikhail will regret ever
trying to find it.

Director: Aleksey Bystritsky.
Cast: Makar Zaporozhsky, Nikolay Kozak, Yana Enzhaeva, Natalya
Vysochanskaya, Maksim Shchyogolev, Natalya Tkachenko, Anton Bagmet.
Amedia

2022

YOUNG MAN ENLISTS FOR
THE RUSSIAN GUARD TO CLEAR
HIS FATHER’S NAME

Director: Vladimir Koyfman.
Cast: Dmitry Palamarchuk, Aleksandr Polovtsev,
Artyom Alekseev, Elizaveta Nilova, Andrey Rodimov,
Gennady Smirnov.
KIT Film Studio

THE SPECIAL TASK FORCE INVESTIGATES TREASON AND
VIOLENT CRIMES WITHIN THE RUSSIAN MILITARY
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CRIME

AIRED

Director: Sergey Chekalov.

SOMETIMES, THE KEY TO A MYSTERY LIES
BEYOND DEATH

Cast: Svetlana Khodchenkova, Sergey Garmash,
Ilya Lyubimov, Victor Isakov, Viktor Dobronravov.
WeiT Media

BEYOND DEATH
Thriller, drama, crime

2017, 2021

Seasons 1-2: 32×48’
18+ SHARE 17.7%

88

Great mystery thriller packed with suspense and brilliant acting. Strong performances by the top stars and
unpredictable plot lines have given it a truly unique edge and created a strong selling potential.
Two protagonists – the experienced investigator and young neuroscientist work complicated cases with mystical
aspects that borderline reality. The sequel will continue to build up a plotline where the ordinary meets the
extraordinary and traditional approaches don’t work. Only an open mind and top science can solve the cases
and save lives. In S2 we’re seeing the two main characters going through unprecedented personal dramas.
Sadly, the romance between them didn’t work, yet they’re reunited to deal with more eerie and complex crimes.
These now include a double homicide committed by a person who has a perfect alibi, a plane crash that leaves
Yulia’s father on the brink of death, and a traffic accident with a victim suffering from amnesia but who has
seven distinct tattoos with dates of interconnected crimes, one of which is in the future. Will their personal
issues stay in the way or will the duo be able to solve the brutal murder cases and a mysterious plane crash?

NATIONAL TV AWARD TEFI
BEST ACTRESS NOMINEE
Svetlana Khodchenkova starred in “The Wolverine” superhero movie
18+ SHARE 18.2%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN

AROUND 90 MLN VIEWS
#1 IN PRIME-TIME
IN TOP-3 CATCH UP
SERIES ON IVI.RU STREAMING SERVICE
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THRILLER

AIRED

DON’T LOOK BACK
Crime, drama

2021

12×48’
For 20 years, Ilya Dementyev’s been working at an upscale
Cyprus resort as a lifeguard. In his former life, he was a
policeman who, together with his friends Sergey Mishin
and Fyodor Potapov, used to dream about cleansing his
hometown of drugs and drug dealers. All that ended in a
sting operation where in order to survive he had to fake his
own death. Now, 20 years later, his past finally has caught
up to him and MIshin got killed. Ilya returns to his hometown
and leads the task force created to find the killers. It
seemed at first that Mishin’s death was connected to one
of his recent drug arrests. The chain of evidence leads Ilya
to Dan, son of a local drug lord. In a twist of fate, Dan’s
fiancée turns out to be Ilya’s daughter. He never knew about
her and is caught between two fires – his duty and his newly
found family.
The plot is non-linear and unpredictable. The obvious is never
true. The main character is forced repeatedly to tell friend
from foe and make tough decisions. Is he going to be able to
get justice and save his daughter’s life at the same time?

FORMER
DETECTIVE
IS FORCED
TO DIG INTO
A DRUG-DEALING
CONSPIRACY

Director: Uldis Cipsts.
Cast: Sergey Makhovikov, Leanca Grâu, Aleksandr Tyutin,
Ananstasia Chepelyuk, Aleksandr Sokolovsky, Arseny Robak,
Anna Safronova.
KIT Film Studio

18+ SHARE 10.6%
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AIRED

A TOUGH COP’S LIFE TURNS
UPSIDE DOWN WHEN HE
MOVES FROM THE CITY
OUTSKIRTS TO DOWNTOWN
OFFICE

NEVSKY
Crime, drama

18+ SHARE 25.9%

Seasons 1-5: 142×48’

MORE THAN 431 MLN VIEWS
Directors: Andrey Korshunov,
Aleksey Pavlov, Igor Draka.
BECAME A HIT ON CHANNEL ONE EURASIA, KAZAKHSTAN 18+ SHARE
34%

2016-2022

Cast: Anton Vasiliev, Andrey Gulnev,
Sergey Koshonin, Dmitry Palamarchuk,
Maria Kapustinskaya.
3X Media

RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’ AWARD NOMINEE
AIRED ON MNI, MONGOLIA

Season 1 distribution rights
for LATAM

Detective Pavel Semenov is a strong, confident guy. One day, he rescues the daughter
of the city administration’s official. As gratitude, the official arranges for Semenov’s
transfer to the central department on Nevsky Avenue, right in the heart of the city.
Life is different here: neon signs, luxury cars, trendy clubs and tough gangsters.
Criminal world of Nevsky lives by its own code, and Semenov has a hard time
readjusting. His methods are not accepted by his colleagues and bosses. This is just
the beginning of Semenov’s hardships. His best friend turns out to be a criminal, his
beloved wife gets into jail, and he resigns from his job.
In the next seasons a former policeman is looking for a second chance. Feeling
betrayed by the force, he accepts a job as the new security chief for his best friend,
a notorious gangster, but what he finds is something unimaginable: he can’t be on
the other side of the law. What started out as a daring attempt at a brand new career
ends up becoming a second chance at life, and this man revolutionizes crime and
punishment while restoring hope, community and humanity to a city that desperately
needs it.
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AIRED

A POLICE DOG
BECOMES A KEY TO
SOLVING CRIMES AND
SAVING LIVES
18+ SHARE 17.8%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN
18+ SHARE 20.5%

MORE THAN 593 MLN VIEWS

PRIME-TIME LEADER

SHEPHERD.
NEW SEASON
Drama, crime 

2018-2021

Seasons 1-6: 148×48’
A classic police procedural that proved timeless and
relevant, works perfectly for all audiences thanks to a
wonderful dog-actor duo and not too dark, but interesting,
unpredictable, and often humorous situations that
characters encounter during their investigations. The series
are hugely popular and will go into new season for a reason –
average viewing share stays at 16%+ nationwide and the
audience loves the main actor, who became one of the top
Russian TV stars thanks to this project.
Risking their lives for each other, Maximov and Shepherd
successfully solve crimes together. Internal dramas and
external dangers keep the suspense high as the next season
progresses. At the same time, humor and friendly teasing
leaves everyone entertained. The cases keep coming and
Gnezdilov keeps messing things up, so it’s never boring with
Max and Shepherd!
Director: Nikolay Kaptan.

International rights
Aired on Wirtualna Polska Media

Cast: Nikita Panfilov, Andrey Saminin,
Mikhail Zhonin, Olga Olexy.
PRO-TV

Aired on RTL Klub Channel, Hungary

Aired on 3+ Latvia

MOST POPULAR
TV SERIES IN RUSSIA

Content Innovation Awards 2021
Best Returning Drama Series nominee
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CRIME

AIRED

SERVE WITH
INTEGRITY, FEAR
NO ONE!

18+ SHARE 40.2%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN
18+ SHARE 29.8%

THE CHIEF
Crime, action, drama

2012-2017, 2021

Seasons 1-4: 108×48’; Season 5: 20×48’
While he’s just the Chief to his subordinates, for the criminals he’s the
thorn in their eyes. His rules are simple: serve with integrity, fear no
one and don’t leave anyone behind.
Police Colonel Viktor Rastorguyev is a tough and uncompromising man.
His methods are not for everyone, and he’s made a lot of enemies
in his long years of service. However, he remains true to his calling.
Whatever his job is: manage a police department in the midst of a
criminal turf war, be a police mole in a penitentiary colony, a citizen
in a quiet out-of-the-way town or head of a major bank’s security
service, he always confronts crime and injustice.
The Chief’s life’s not easy: he has to face a betrayal from his
colleagues and loved ones, lose people close to him, change cities and
jobs. Even through suffering and desolation, the Chief stays true to
himself.
Directors: Anatoly Artamonov, Oleg Larin, Armenak Nazikyan, Mikhail
Vasserbaum.
Cast: Andrey Chubchenko, Kirill Rubtsov, Dmitry Sutyrin, Yan Tsapnik,
Tatyana Cherkasova, Kirill Polukhin, Tatyana Kolganova, Aleksey Fokin.
3X Media

AROUND 466 MLN VIEWS
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CRIME

AIRED

AIRED

TEAM ONE
RETIRED
POLICEMAN AND
HIS ARCHENEMY
UNITE TO UNCOVER
A CORRUPTION
SCANDAL

18+ SHARE 13.5%

Crime, drama
Seasons 1-2: 40×48’

OLD FOXES
Сrime, comedy, drama

2022

20×48’
Character-driven crimedy story. The main characters of the series are the
modern musketeers past their prime: crime kingpin from the 90s Garin, honest
investigator Shavyrin, former police colonel Tarasov, and a famous writer
Nezabudkin delusional about his detective skills.
The story starts in a private medical center with Shavyrin diagnosed with a
lethal disease. On weighing up all the pros and cons, he decides to end his
life only to be interrupted by a doorbell. It’s his daughter Nastya who came
from Moscow to St. Petersburg to start her career as an investigator. There,
she makes an acquaintance with Nikita, a young officer from the Criminal
investigations department. She doesn’t know, though, that her new friend is
the son of the legendary colonel Tarasov, who’s doing his time in jail. Once
he’s finally outside, Tarasov plans on killing Garin, who he deems guilty of his
imprisonment. Nastya and Nikita learn about Tarasov’s plans and try to stop him
while investigating other cases.
Garin, Tarasov, Shavyrin, and Nezabudkin aren’t that young anymore. They know
their time is running out. But whatever trouble they stumble upon, they always
keep their chins up and keep their sense of humor.

THE TALENTED INVESTIGATOR REFUSES
PROMOTION TO WORK ON
A COMPLEX CASE

What lies behind official reports’ bare facts?
How are the most complicated crimes
investigated? The series’ script was developed
with the help of Russian Investigative Committee’s
employees. It this series the process of crime
investigation, from crime scene examination
to charging the perpetrator, is recreated with
unprecedented authenticity. Yury Bragin, a talented
investigator, comes back to St. Petersburg after
a long assignment. He soon finds out he is the
#1 candidate for the position of Head of Criminal
Investigations’ Team One. But Yury is not interested
in climbing the career ladder. He prefers real
work “in the field”. He is an investigator with a
capital “I”, and his main weapon is deduction and
intellect, not guns or physical strength. For cases
where strength and gun power are called for, there
is Mikhail, his long-time friend and partner. So
Bragin is sent on the new assignment. In a small
town two girls were murdered a week apart. Here,
everyone knows each other, and the investigation
gets complicated right from the start.
Director: Denis Neimand.

Director: Maksim Brius.
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2020

Cast: Aleksey Nilov, Aleksandr Polovtsev, Sergey Selin, Andrey Fedortsov,
Mikhail Tarabukin, Lyubov Virolaynen.

18+ SHARE 19.5%

Cast: Ivan Kolesnilov, Sergey Zharkov, Stanislav
Tkachenko, Ilya Shakunov, Elena Vozhakina.

3X Media

AROUND 103 MLN VIEWS

3X Media
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AIRED

AIRED

FROM HIGH UP
Crime, drama

CASTING LADY JUSTICE
2022

Crime, drama, comedy

2019

20×48’

20×48’

Detective Chugunov, nicknamed Chingachgook
(after a famous fictional American Indian) loves
horses and is a very experienced ranger. His strong
personality prevents him from rising in the police
ranks. He patrols Saint Petersburg’s streets on his
beautiful horse named Fora. One day, his horse
gets gravely injured shielding Chugunov from a
bullet. To prevent his brave four-legged companion
from being put down, the detective buys out the
horse and moves back to his hometown where
he can properly take care of the animal and
rehabilitate her. He is still remembered there and
gets hired immediately as a policeman.
His days are filled with investigations and horseriding adventures. Yet, the most dangerous and
demanding case – the serial killer who chokes
women with yo-yo – will move with Chingachgook
throughout all 20 episodes culminating in the
end. He will also fall in love and find his longabandoned son.

Two passions – one for acting and the other for investigating crimes,
clash in this story to create the most amusing and entertaining
mix, universally appealing to anyone. It’s a real winner of a format
thanks to its blend of easy humor, crime investigations, and nonstop action. She is an aspiring actress, but works as a criminal
investigator. This doesn’t sit well with her – she wants to be a star.
So meanwhile she moonlights as a stunt person, and discreetly
provides production designers with items from
the evidence locker for ‘real ambience’. The main
character is so charming, that everyone, including
the audience, forgives her minor misdemeanor. She has a great
sense of humor and always finds unorthodox ways to handle the
dangerous situations and to solve crimes. She also isn’t afraid to
think and act out of the box to get things done. With a partner who
is her complete opposite, they work variety of cases. At the end, she
realizes that her place is with the police, not with the glamorous
world of film, but it takes courage to admit that...
Director: Nikita Grammatikov.
Cast: Anna Kotova, Alexandr Davidov, Alexandr Polovtsev.

Director: Stas Mareev.
LEGIO FELIX
Cast: Vladimir Epifantsev, Arina Postnikova,
Sergey Kolos, Mariya Zhiganova, Dmitry Lebedev.
Gamma Production

CATCHING CRIMINALS NEVER
LOOKED SO GOOD…
Available on Air France Airlines

TO SAVE HIS HORSE FROM BEING PUT
DOWN, TOP CRIMINAL DETECTIVE
TRANSFERS TO A SMALL TOWN

Distribution rights for Europe, Asia, North America
and French-speaking Africa
18+ SHARE 14.1%

Aired on 360 TV and 8 TV, Latvia
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AIRED

PORT MAFIA

FETCH!
Crime, comedy

2020

Сrime, drama

2022

20×48’

12×48’

Makar Klimov, a young and charming Police Captain, gets exiled from Moscow to a coastal city,
ostensibly because of his affair with the wife of some Police Department bigwig. There he meets a
strange and very smart dog, and names him Bim. Although he gets to live right at the beach, Makar
has no time to enjoy the view: his main concern is fighting crime. Smuggling, drugs, prostitution,
human trafficking are the staple of every port. During the vacation season, they are topped by
robberies and murders. Bim helps Makar in any way he can: he chases down criminals, sniffs out
drugs hidden in containers. When he gently closes his jaws on a suspect’s hand or other sensitive
body part during interrogation, that makes even the most hardened criminals talk. What’s more,
the wonder dog even helps Makar in his day-to day life: he can put laundry in the washer and
turn the electric kettle on with his paw. Bim is Makar’s true friend; despite being four-legged, he
earns the praise of the entire Department, and together with his human defends his city against
criminal onslaught.

The main character of the story is veteran
officer Mikhail Samylov who loses his friend
Igor Makarov in Syria. Mikhail comes back to
his port hometown Yantarsk to help Makarov’s
widowed wife. He blames Igor’s death on
himself. He doesn’t know, though, that Makarov
is actually alive and turns out not who he
seemed to be.
A small port town becomes a battlefield of life
and death. A chain of crimes always leads to
one man - owner of the port Kupriyanov. Lost
at what to do with his life, Mikhail, tormented
by the pangs of guilt, will have to solve the
crimes and find a new reason to keep on living.

Director: Pavel Drozdov.
Cast: Denis Nikiforov, Nadeshda Slavetskaya,
Aleksander Armer, Andrey Harybin.
KIT Film Studio

Director: Slava Kirillov.
Cast: Maksim Schegolev, Tatyana Kargaeva,
Vadim Andreev, Aleksei Barabash, Sofia
Shutkina.
KIT Film Studio

WHEN RUNNING
ON THE BEACH IS NO GAME
18+ SHARE 13.5%

EX-SPECIAL OPS
RETURNS TO HIS
HOMETOWN TO FIGHT
CRIME IN LOCAL PORT
18+ SHARE 11.3%
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AIRED

MR. DETECTIVE
Crime, mystery, drama

RAILWAY GUARDS
2019

Сrime, drama

2022

12×48’

8×48’

Oleg Rubtsov is an experienced detective. That’s
why an influential General asks him to mentor his
son Pavel, and help him get his feet wet. That is
only the beginning of a tightly woven and action
packed storyline. Unknown criminals kidnap and
murder the detective’s sister-in-law Tatyana, who
was also his mistress. Rubtsov’s already troubled
marriage collapses completely. He starts drinking
heavily, gets into a traffic accident and gets fired
from the police. His sister-in-law’s killers remain
at large. The only thing that Rubtsov has left of
his past life is his connection to the General’s
son, who he has become friends with. However,
there’s some trouble: Pavel’s father is involved in a
corruption scandal, which is unexpectedly tied to
Tatyana’s murder.

Major Oleg Gromov arrives in Beloyarsk, one
of the biggest railway hubs in the country.
He comes there to pay a visit to an old friend
Vyshenkov, his former martial arts coach who
now is the Head of the Railway Security. Happy
to see his old trainee, Vyshenkov promptly
offers him to spearhead a squad of the Fast
Response Team (FRET) that was created to
guard the rails from the rampant gangs.
However, Gromov has his own plans
for life: back in the capital, there’s
an exciting and generously paid job
waiting for him. But everything changes once
Vyshenkov falls victim to a bandit attack.
Gromov sets his mind on staying in Beloyarsk
and becoming the leader of FRET. With the
help of his new subordinates, passionate
investigator Dmitry Kulikov, and psychologist
Irina Tikhonova, he starts his own investigation
of the railway case. He’s up to challenge a
dangerous and invisible enemy that is ready
to do anything to silence the truth about the
railroad affairs.

Director: Aleksey Karelin.
Cast: Dmitry Lavrov, Olga Pavlovets,
Stanislav Tkachenko, Gavriil Fedotov.
3X Media

Director: Aleksandr Kalugin.
18+ SHARE 12.7%

Cast: Anton Pampushny, Oleg Taktarov, Nikolay
Ivanov (II), Dmitry Ulyanov, Tatiana Kazyuchits,
Pavel Grigoriev, Anton Paderin, Ekaterina
Vladimirova.

THEY FIGHT CRIME AND CORRUPTION
AT THE TRAIN TRACKS

Gamma Production

HIS INTERNAL DRAMA PREVENTS HIM FROM
BEING A GOOD POLICEMAN

18+ SHARE 10.5%
MORE THAN 20 MLN VIEWS
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AIRED

AIRED

IT TAKES A SPECIAL KIND OF RANGER
TO PROTECT BAIKAL’S FRAGILE AND
BEAUTIFUL NATURE
WHEN STAYING OUT
OF TROUBLE IS OUT
OF THE QUESTION

BAIKAL RANGERS
Drama, adventure, crime

2020

20×48’
The story is based on real events surrounding the dramatic fate of Yuri
Tarkhanov, an ex-spec ops soldier who challenged criminal gangs that used
to run unchecked destroying the Baikal lake. The locals used to call his
fearless Lynx unit “Baikal Rangers”. Tarkhanov and his team are fighting the
criminals on the lake and onshore. It’s a battle of life and death, because
poaching is a lucrative business, so the criminals
and oligarchs as well as corrupted officials covering for
them, are not going to give up without a fight.
Director: Aleksey Bystritsky.

IN PURSUIT
Crime, drama 

Cast: Maksim Drozd, Viktoria Korlyakova,
Nikolay Kozak, Roman Polyansky, Igor Khripunov.

2019, 2021

Seasons 1-2: 48×48’
In Season 1 an experienced police officer Major Krasavets has to transfer to St Petersburg as a
street cop to escape a death threat from a local crime boss. All he wants now is to keep his head
down until he can retire. Yet every time he ends up being in the middle of some kind of trouble and
has to intervene to save the day. He fights corruption, organizes elaborate undercover operations,
and catches an elusive killer-for-hire – all while trying to stay out of trouble. Original plot twists,
strong characters, and plenty of tension guarantee a great viewing experience. The project has
become a huge primetime winner upon airing Season 1.
In Season 2, indomitable Krasavets investigates a series of policemen’s murders, saves his former
partner who has escaped prison, and joins forces with his past adversaries to restore justice.

Amedia Production

18+ SHARE 15.6%
MORE THAN 240 MLN VIEWS
DETECTIVEFEST ‘BEST CRIME SERIES’,
‘BEST HERO’ AWARDS

Distribution rights for India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Maldives, Myanmar: VR Films

Directors: Viktor Shkuratov, Sergey Shcherbin, Kim Druzhinin.
18+ SHARE 13.1%
Cast: Dmitry Palamarchuk, Sergey Zharkov, Kirill Rubtsov, Sergey Yushkevich.
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3X Media

MORE THAN 97 MLN VIEWS
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AIRED

AIRED

PERSONAL MATTER
Crime, thriller, drama

SURVIVORS
2020

Crime, thriller

2020

16×48’

8×48’

The plot is based on a real story of one of the most brutal and bloodthirsty
gangs in Russia. For Sergei, an experienced criminal investigator, the gang’s
case becomes a personal matter from the very start: his stepbrother, along
with his family, is brutally murdered. He hides his relationship with late
colonel Evseev and starts working the case. One of the lines of inquiry
is that colonel was murdered by the survivors of the Butcher’s gang he
neutralized in the past. A string of the similar murders sweeps the town.
Cops from Narcotics, Traffic police, and regular citizens are killed. And it
seems that Sergei’s colleagues are involved in gang’s criminal activity. To
untie this deadly knot the investigator has to strain every nerve and move
forward no matter what. But the real question lays elsewhere: will Sergei be
able to separate his personal vendetta from his duty to administer justice?

Colleagues give Major Kirill Reshetov crushing news: his ex-girlfriend
Natalya, who also used to work for the police, was brutally murdered.
Shocked by the news, Reshetov catches a train to Yaroslavl where
Natalya lived. At the train station he learns that the murdered woman’s
15-year-old daughter is his child. Pretty soon Reshetov realizes that
Natasha’s murder is connected in some way with the Likhov case that
they used to work together on almost twenty years ago. Back then the
gang led by crime boss Likhov and his younger brother Martyn used to
rule Yaroslavl by fear, killing sadistically and with impunity. In those days
Reshetov’s done all he could to bring the criminals to justice: the boss
and most of his cronies were killed resisting arrest, Martyn was put away
and died in prison. If there were none of them left though, who and why
murdered Natalya? Is this mysterious killer going to keep meting his
revenge? What is his real goal? Major Reshetov has
to solve all those riddles and save his own life
and that of his daughter.

Director: Artyom Mazunov.
Cast: Daniil Strahov, Alina Lanina, Lyudmila Artemieva,
Zoya Mansurova, Vladimir Skvortsov, Aleksandr Lyrchikov.
ROEL Studio

Directors: Yuri Goldin.
Cast: Dmitry Lavrov, Maria Akhmetzyanova, Vladimir
Sterzhakov, Anatoly Goryachev, Konstantin Silakov.

CRIME COMMITTED 20 YEARS
AGO COMES BACK TO HAUNT
A DETECTIVE AND HIS NEWLY
FOUND DAUGHTER

18+ SHARE 12.1%
KIT Film Studio
AROUND 40 MLN VIEWS

WHEN A HIGH-PROFILE CASE
BECOMES A PERSONAL VENDETTA,
WILL JUSTICE PREVAIL?

18+ SHARE 11.2%

Aired on 360 TV and 8 TV, Latvia

AROUND 35 MLN VIEWS
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CRIME

AIRED

AIRED

CRIME AND GLAMOR
Crime, comedy

FAMOUS PEOPLE CAN BE
CRIMINALS TOO.
SOMEONE MUST CATCH THEM

18+ SHARE 11.7%
MORE THAN 15 MLN VIEWS

ELIZAVETA BOYARSKAYA RECEIVED THE BEST ACTRESS
AWARD AT THE “PILOT” TV-SERIES FESTIVAL

2020

VALERY TODOROVSKY, THE SERIES PRODUCER, HOLDS
MULTIPLE NATIONAL GOLDEN EAGLE AND NIKA FILM AWARDS

20×48’

WHEN PRINCIPLES GET IN THE WAY OF TRUTH,
FINDING IT BECOMES A PRINCIPLE

There are no units in the Moscow Crime Investigations
Department dedicated specifically to show-biz crime, but
there’s one detective that’s made a successful career out of
that. His name is Marlen Simonov. He specializes in hunting
down criminals from the “bohemian” community, i.e.
high-profile, influential, accomplished and wealthy people,
so he needs non-trivial skills and methods to solve some of
those cases. Marlen Simonov is an “old-school” detective.
His unassuming façade and worn jacket hide keen and watchful
eye honed by years of service into becoming
a “walking lie detector” able to unsettle anyone to make
a person tell more than they intended to.

THE CROW
Сrime, mystery, thriller, drama

Director: Stanislav Libin.
Cast: Yuri Stoyanov,
Marusya Fomina, Olga Tumaykina,
Ruslan Yagudin, Vladimir Bolshov,
Pavel Vorozhtsov,
Seydulla Moldakhanov.
Mediaslovo

2017

12×50’
Directors:
Olga Angelova,
Evgeny Sosnitsky.
Cast:
Elizaveta Boyarskaya,
Anatoly Bely.
Marmot-film

A gipping thriller with a strong leading character, ‘The Crow’ tells the story of a beautiful
woman in law enforcement system who repeatedly hits the glass ceiling and meets with
discrimination. She is a complicated character, with traumatized past, troubled love life and
family relationships.
Anna Vorontsova is a successful criminal investigator and a former musical prodigy. She is
overlooked for a promotion for her ‘lack of people skills’ and feels pressure from all sides. At
some point, Anna refuses to open the missing person case for a fashion photographer, but when
he is found murdered, Vorontsova vows to find the killers. The plot thickens to reveal more and
more gruesome details about the murder and it becomes obvious to the team that a serial killer
is out there.

18+ SHARE 18.6%

AROUND 44 MLN VIEWS
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AIRED

I HEAR,
THEREFORE,
I EXIST

AIRED

WHEN A LOVED ONE IS
MURDERED, FINDING
JUSTICE IS THE ONLY WAY TO
SURVIVE

SCHUBERT
Thriller, crime, drama

2017

10×48’

18+ SHARE 10.7%
MORE THAN 23 MLN VIEWS
ALEX SPARROW REPRESENTED RUSSIA
IN EUROVISION 2011 SONG CONTEST FINALS
STARRED IN US TV-SERIES UNREAL
THE SERIES WAS ACQUIRED BY BILIBILI,
CHINESE ON-LINE PLATFORM

The superhero drama about a man named Schubert
whose unique hearing gift allows him to solve
the most intricate crimes. He can distinguish
accents, determine the place of conversation
by the surrounding noise, and catch words and
expressions beyond the usual range of a trained
ear. Driven by encoded messages from his
murdered wife, devastated by her death, the young
man has to untangle one meticulously planned
crime after another to prevent major terrorist
attacks and bring criminals to justice. The covert
FSB unit where he works gets extremely dangerous
assignments, but Schubert stands strong and
learns to perfect his hearing gift to solve the
cases. Will he be able to avenge his wife’s death
and dismantle the terrorist plots without being
killed?

ACTRESS
Thriller, crime, drama, mystery
8×45’

Director:
Tigran Keosayan.

Director: Evgeny Bedarev.
Available on

Exclusive VOD rights, Japan:
Trans World Associates

Cast: Alex Sparrow, Alexander Galibin,
Alexander Sukhinin, Alexey Grishin,
Anatoly Kotenev, Alexandra Bogdanova,
Lyubov Kozy.
WeiT Media

2017

Cast:
Katerina Shpitsa,
Vladimir Kapustin,
Yury Stoyanov,
Vladimir Menshov.
8 Ryadov Studio

A beautiful actress returns triumphantly to her hometown
only to be found dead the next morning. Her body turns up
at a local cemetery and her ex-husband becomes the lead
investigator on the case. He suddenly finds himself in the
middle of a cruel quest, rife with mysterious killings. The
witnesses in the case die or disappear, and the investigator
himself becomes the prime suspect. Did he really kill her
because he couldn’t forgive that she left him to become
an actress many years ago? Dead crows, formaldehydedrowned cats, poisoned apples — the audience will never
guess what happens next, and it keeps getting creepier with
each episode.
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AIRED

AIRED

BLACK LADDER
Crime, mystery, drama

2019

20×48’

SURVIVING A FREEFALL IS POSSIBLE WHEN
SOMEONE HAS YOUR BACK

Great action and stunt-packed procedural
that centers around two completely opposite
characters. One protagonist – a former undercover
operative – is reserved and experienced, and the
other – a reckless, immature and careless young
man – is a freerunner, suspected of killing his
wealthy father.
An experienced operative meets a young man who
loves jumping from roofs and happens to be the
main suspect in his father’s murder. The policeman
sacrifices his career to prove the kid’s innocence
and even loses his badge, so, he opens a private
eye agency. When the young man recklessly gets
in trouble again, the former cop saves him yet
another time and hires him to be his right hand.
Two seemingly opposite characters grow from
mutual animosity and suspicion to being very
close friends who have each other’s backs.

AN ORDINARY
PAPER PUSHER
HAS TO PROVE
THAT HE’S
NO PUSHOVER

PAPER PUSHER
Crime, drama 

2018-2019

Seasons 1-2: 36×48’
Tension-packed and dark, this police drama topped the ratings upon premiere. Viewers loved to see a
complete transformation of the main character from a quiet chief of police archives into a powerful and
assertive crime fighter. A seemingly toothless police lieutenant gets appointed a new Chief of Criminal
Police in a port town, ruled by criminals. Slowly, episode by episode, the simple little man, a “paper-pusher”,
solves one twisted crime after another, falls into traps, survives the betrayals and overcomes setups only
to come out as a cruel, cold, and calculated professional. By Season 2, Vershinin is not what he used to be.
However, he can’t neutralize the criminal syndicate trafficking drugs through the seaport alone. Vershinin
forms a new team to help him. Many hard decisions lie ahead of Vershinin, and the most dramatic of them
would be whether he should break the law in the name of justice, or keep his hands and his reputation
clean.

DETECTIVEFEST ‘ANTIHERO’ AWARD

Director: Ivan Glubokov.
18+ SHARE 17.2%
Cast: Aleksey Kravchenko, Ingrid Olerinskaya,
Konstantin Strelnikov, Elena Polyakova.
3X Media

Director: Sakhat Dursunov.
Cast: Aleksey Matyushin, Aleksey Ushakov,
Irina Antonenko, Denis Vasilyev.
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An-film

18+ SHARE 13.3%

MORE THAN 106 MLN VIEWS

BECAME A HIT ON
CHANNEL ONE EURASIA, KAZAKHSTAN
18+ SHARE 29.9%

MORE THAN 42 MLN VIEWS
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SHADOW BEHIND
Crime, drama

NEIGHBORHOOD WATCHMEN
2018

Drama, сrime, thriller

2020

12×48’

16×48’

In a small town, several women found murdered
with the evidence of torture. They were last seen
going back home from a party, slightly intoxicated.
An investigator from Moscow arrives to save
the day. He understands immediately that it’s
a serial killer. Sadly, local authorities sabotage
the investigation because they don’t want any
attention from the upper echelons. After an
attempt on the detective’s life, a killer is caught,
but it’s not the serial one. The investigator goes
back to headquarters only to return a few years
later when the murders start again. Now he faces
obstruction from the members of his former team.
It doesn’t stop him from finding the real killer, but
only at the cost of his future with the woman he
loves.

A retired police colonel tragically dies driving away a van with an armed
bomb in it. He sacrifices his life to save hundreds of innocent people
and it made him a hero, but somehow an investigation into the bombing
stirs up something really dark. The colonel’s friend, FSB major Devyatov
looses his job when he tries to find out the truth about the attack. So
he starts working as a detective in the district where his friend used to
live. This creates a whole new set of dramas since the district’s precinct
just undergone a total revamp after the corruption scandal and freshly
appointed criminal investigators don’t want an FSB major among them.
They have to overcome their mutual animosity and start working as a team,
supplementing each others’ skills and fighting the crime together. Will they
succeed?
Director: Mikhail Vasserbaum.
Cast: Maksim Dakhnenko, Eduard Flyorov,
Yevgeny Nikitin, Andrey Korovnichenko,
Denis Vasilyev, Irina Valts.

Director:
Mark Gorobets.

Objective Studio
Cast: Ivan Oganesyan, Aleksandr Lapin, Karina
Andoleno, Mikhail Tarabukin, Sergey Mardar.
WeiT Media

18+ SHARE 10.7%

MORE THAN 32 MLN VIEWS

WILL THE SHADOW CATCH
THE MASTER?
TO CATCH TERRORISTS LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
MUST JOIN FORCES

18+ SHARE 13.8%

MORE THAN 45 MLN VIEWS
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IMMEDIATE RESPONSE
Crime, drama

2020

10×48’
It’s a story of a man and the people he loves and hates, of a fateful
choice that each and every one of us has to make sooner or later.
Police Captain Aleksandr Osokin is a leader of an immediate response
unit. One day, responding to another emergency call, they find
themselves in the drug traffickers’ crossfire. Warrant officer Pors is
gravely wounded and first lieutenant Zuyev is killed in the ensuing
shootout. The situation gets even worse when they discover that a bag
carrying a considerable amount of money has disappeared from the crime
scene. Osokin is able to find the money and now he faces a tough choice:
to bring it back to the police or to use it to help his loved ones.
After the disaster, Osokin gets a new unit under his command: second
lieutenant Chumakov and sergeant Gurov. One of them is an Internal
Security agent with his own hidden agenda.

AIRED

POLICE CAPTAIN FACES AN
IMPOSSIBLE CHOICE BETWEEN
HIS DUTY AS
A COP AND HAPPINESS
OF THE LOVED ONES

ISLAND OF
THE DOOMED
Crime, mystery, drama 

2018

10×50’

TO SOLVE A MYSTERY, MOSCOW POLICEMEN
DIVE INTO THE WORLD OF LEGENDS AND
SUPERSTITIONS OF NORTHERN RUSSIA

Directors: Vladimir Koyfman.
Cast: : Ivan Batarev, Vitaly Kovalenko, Ilya Alekseev, Maksim Merkulov,
Boris Chistyakov, Aleksandr Konev, Elena Radevich, Anna Churina.
KIT Film Studio

The Island of the Doomed: a place lost among
marshes, rivers, and lakes, somewhere in the
Northwest Russia. Time seems to stand still
here. The locals believe in superstitions and
legends, so when fishermen found a girl’s
body in 16th century clothes, it became the
talk of the town. Two detectives from different
departments, an employee of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs Maxim Peshkov and an FSB
Major Sergey Trubetskoy arrive from Moscow to
work on the case. They are assisted by village
district police officer Prokhin. While solving the
girl’s murder, the members of the force will
have to face other mysterious cases of the
“island”, diving into the unique atmosphere of
Russian rural areas.
Director: Fuad Shabanov.

18+ SHARE 10.7%

18+ SHARE 12.9%

AROUND 32 MLN VIEWS

MORE THAN 33 MLN VIEWS

Cast: Maxim Peshkov, Dmitry Pchela, Oleg
Taktarov.
KIT Film Studio
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AIRED

TO STOP THE RUTHLESS GANG THAT
TERRORIZES THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY,
TWO DETECTIVES MUST OVERCOME
THEIR DIFFERENCES

DEATH
HIGHWAY

ROCK THE LAW
Crime, drama

Thriller, crime, drama

2016

2018

20×48’

10×50’

The ruthless ‘GTA Gang’ terrorizes a federal
highway. They murder people without any apparent
motive, which makes it impossible to trace them.
Law enforcement agencies assign their top two
detectives to the case, but the former professor
and his law academy student don’t get along, and
their old feud gets in the way of the investigation.
To complicate things further, an Internet blogger
interferes with the police work while trying
to avenge her brother’s death. The victim list
keeps growing with each episode, but the gang
remains elusive and bold. Will the two investigator
frenemies and the blogger find a way to look
beyond their personal agendas and unite to catch
the killers?
Director: Denis Neimand.
Cast: Sergey Makovetsky,
Andrey Merzlikin, Agnia Kuznetsova.

The unlikely friendship story between a
seasoned police officer and a rebellious
newcomer, brought together at a police
station in the Leningrad district of Kupchino
in the 80s.
Vasilich is serving in the police due to his
personal convictions. His partner Fedya is a
former rock musician, expelled from college.
Most of the odd couple’s “customers”
are young rockers, the same crowd Fedya
keeps company with. At the same time,
the partners deal with new crime in the
wake of Perestroika – first racketeers, first
drug addicts and dealers, prostitution and
underground video clubs.
Fedya soon learns to appreciate Vasilich’s
experience and convictions. And when said
experience fails, Fedya comes to help,
equipped with his knowledge of the new
emerging life that soon will be ruled by
those who are now prosecuted for illegal
income.

18+ SHARE 14.5%
MORE THAN 33 MLN VIEWS

Motor Film Studio
Director: Armenak Nazikyan.

Olympusat Distribution
rights for LATAM
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18+ SHARE 11,8%

Distribution rights for India,
Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Nepal, Sri Lanka, Maldives,
Myanmar: VR Films

AROUND 39 MLN VIEWS

18+ SHARE 21.1%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN

Cast: Alexey Kravchenko, Grigory Nekrasov,
Ekaterina Panasyuk, Denis Pyanov.
3X Media

THE VETERAN DETECTIVE AND EX-ROCK MUSICIAN ROOKIE
UNITE TO TAKE THE CRIME OFF THE STREETS DURING
THE TURBULENT PERESTROIKA TIMES
THRILLER

121

AIRED

AIRED

99% ALIVE
Drama, action, crime

99% DEAD
2018

Crime, action, drama

2016

16×48’

10×48’

A popular journalist gets on the trail of a
strange organization engineering killings of
local wealthiest businessmen. As it turns out,
the cushy bank accounts are always empty
upon their death. The truth is that the powerful
organization does not kill its affluent clients,
but helps them to escape prosecution in the
most reliable way, changing their appearance
and staging their death.
Oleg is driven by the desire to uncover
the criminal plan and become famous. He
gets involved in a whirlpool of shoot-outs,
kidnappings and murders, and he even gets
accused of one of the killings. Will he manage
to survive and reveal the tricky plot or will he
die trying?

The cushy architect Artyom Artov’s life
drastically changes when Artov arrives in Berlin
for negotiations with investors. On the same
evening an Albanian arms dealer is murdered
in one of Berlin restaurants. Witnesses see the
murderer’s face, and he looks exactly like Artov.
The next day someone robs a Kosovo Mafiosi,
Arben Tashi, stealing a million euros. According
to Arben, the robbery was committed by Snake,
a criminal wanted by Interpol, who looks
exactly like Artov. Now the Interpol, gangsters
and the FSB are hunting for the architect. He
lost everything and is already 99% dead. But
1% of hope still remains, and Artov gathers his
strength to fight for his life and clear his name.
Yet, till the last minute we can’t be sure who is
(literally) calling the shots – the evil twin or the
good guy?..

HE LOST EVERYTHING EVEN HIS
IDENTITY. WILL HE SURVIVE?

Director: Mikhail Kabanov.
Cast: Kirill Kyaro, Marusya Zykova, Diana
Pozharskaya, Alexander Robak.

Director: Stepan Korshunov.
Cast: Alexey Chadov, Anna Starshenbaum, Oleg
Taktarov.

KIT Film Studio

KIT Film Studio

18+ SHARE 11.4%
MORE THAN 42 MLN VIEWS
AROUND 23 MLN VIEWS

SEARCHING FOR
THE TRUTH PUTS HIM
IN MORTAL DANGER

Distribution rights for LATAM

Distribution rights for LATAM
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AIRED

VICIOUS CIRCLE
(CONSULTANT-2)

THE CONSULTANT
Crime, drama 

2016

10×48’
Series are based on a real high-profile case of a serial
killer active in early 90th. For 10 years a childrenmurdering maniac terrorized the southern town of
Pridonsk. When detective Oleg Bragin finally got the
alleged killer in custody he was convinced that the case
was finally closed. An expert consultant, psychologist
Vyacheslav Shirokov arrived from Moscow to consult
the judges. Everyone was sure that Shirokov would
confirm the prosecutor’s version of events, and the
culprit would finally be convicted. But the consultant
had his doubts. The whole town was set against
Shirokov, but the consultant decided to stay. He studied
the case and declared that the real maniac is still at
large…
Director: Alexey Rudakov.
Cast: Kirill Kyaro, Maxim Drozd, Svetlana Ivanova.

TO FREE AN INNOCENT MAN AN OUTSIDER
HAS TO FIND THE REAL KILLER WHO KEEPS
MURDERING WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
BUT TO DO IT, HE HAS TO GO AGAINST
EVERYONE IN TOWN.
BEST TV-SERIES AND BEST SCREENPLAY AWARDS ON ‘TOGETHER’ INTERNATIONAL TV AND
FILM FESTIVAL

KIT Film Studio

2019

10×49’
Show biz glamor and gruesome serial killings,
coupled with the dark and dramatic changes that
were happening in the 90s’ Russia, create a highly
potent and binge-worthy psychological thriller.
Inspired by a true story.
A singer working a restaurant gig is brutally
murdered in a small town. Soon after, someone
attacks a famous pop star, who looks very similar
to a girl from the restaurant. A serial killer is on
the hunt and the now-famous criminal profiler
Shirokov and his friend detective Bragin reunite
to catch the murderer. They changed and the
country did too, so the investigation often hits the
wall and the only way to move it forward is to go
undercover with a music band, whose vocalist
is the serial killer’s target. Will the criminology
professor and the struggling detective manage
to rekindle their forgotten friendship and
find a way to work together to catch the
serial killer?
Director: Dmitry Korobkin.

HE’S VICIOUS. HE’S
UNPREDICTABLE.
WILL THEY
CATCH HIM?

Cast: Kirill Kyaro, Maksim Drozd, Igor
Hripunov, Ekaterina Vulichenko.

18+ SHARE 13.4%

KIT Film Studio

AROUND 40 MLN VIEWS

Distribution rights for
LATAM
18+ SHARE 11.6%

BEST SCREENPLAY AWARD FROM FILM
AND TV PRODUCER’S ASSOCIATION OF RUSSIA
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Сrime, drama

Distribution rights for
LATAM
CRIME

AROUND 23 MLN
VIEWS
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AIRED

GRAVEYARD SHIFT
Crime, action 

DEMOLITIONIST
2018

2018

10×48’

10×48’

The Chinese keep a low profile in Moscow. They
work, trade, and cook by day and by night
they work in underground factories producing
counterfeit luxury goods. The Chinese call it a
“graveyard shift.”
Danila Chetkov is a detective at the Ethnic
Organized Crime Task Force. He’s not a squeaky
clean hero – he gambles at illegal Chinese
casinos, drinks. One day, he meets Jong who
came to Russia to find his missing daughter.
While helping Jong, Chetkov learns more about
city’s “Chinese wonderland,” and changes
his mind about it. After nearly losing his son,
Chetkov realizes that nothing is as important in
this world as honesty and a real friendship that
he found in Jong.

After making one fatal mistake, a bomb
demolition expert is decommissioned with
severe PTSD. He succumbs to drinking and
wasting his life as a museum guard, but gets
fired even from that job. When a series of
explosions hits the small town he lives in, he
can’t stay on the sidelines and begins to help
the investigation. There’s only one problem
– he can’t disarm bombs because he has a
bad tremor. He is hiding the problem from
the colleagues in the investigative team but
it makes things much worse, putting people
around him in danger. To save those he cares
about, the demolitionist must find a way to
overcome the tremor and disable the bomber
who terrorizes his town. From a total loser and
a drunk, he slowly transforms back to a strong,
confident person, a good friend and a reliable,
trusting man.

Directors: Alexey Bystritsky, Stepan Korshunov.

A CHINESE MARTIAL ARTIST SEARCHES
FOR HIS KIDNAPPED DAUGHTER WITH
A HELP OF A MOSCOW POLICEMAN

Сrime, drama

Cast: Alexey Chadov, Alexandra Tulinova, Sergey
Chirkov, Shi Yanbin.
KIT Film Studio

Director: Mikhail Kabanov.
Cast: Anton Vasilev, Viktoriya Korlyakova, Petar
Zekavitsa, Aleksandr Karpov.

IT TAKES AN EXPLOSION
TO GET BACK ON YOUR FEET

KIT Film Studio, IKa Film

18+ SHARE 10.5%

18+ SHARE 11.8%

AROUND 14 MLN VIEWS

AROUND 23 MLN VIEWS

Distribution rights for LATAM
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AIRED

AIRED

THE COUNTDOWN
TO PREVENT
ANOTHER CRIME
STARTS WITH A FIRST
VICTIM. WHAT WILL
PREVAIL — REVENGE
OR JUSTICE?

UNIDENTIFIED
Crime, action, drama

2016

10×50’
A solid mystery with fast-paced action will keep viewers engaged till the very last minute.
The main character has to untangle the web of lies surrounding the mysterious murder. The line
between true friendship and cold-hearted betrayal is thin, and we can’t guess what will tip the scale
at the end.
A county town is shocked by a high-profile murder: a police captain kills a renowned killer at one of
the local construction sites. A high profile officer arrives from Moscow to investigate it.
He is a good friend of the accused police captain, they were in the military
together, but it changes nothing. He still faces lies and mutual
cover-ups among local law enforcement officers.
However, he stubbornly pushes forward trying to
get to the truth.
Director: Andrey Libenson.
Cast: Alexey Guskov, Vitaly Kovalenko,
Oleg Almazov, Kirill Zhandarov, Yury Itskov,
Vladimir Seleznev, Yulia Aug.
Bonanza Studio, 58,5 Production
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COUNTDOWN
Crime, drama
AROUND 13 MLN VIEWS
AROUND 31 MLN VIEWS

Distribution rights
for LATAM

18+ SHARE 26.5%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN

Exclusive rights, Vietnam

Distribution rights for LATAM
18 SHARE 15% ON KTK
CHANNEL, KAZAHSTAN
Available on Looke, Brazil

2017

16×50’
Can we reverse time and save lives? Shown through a borderline state of a
character involved, “Countdown” takes us from the criminal act committed to
avenge a murder to its very beginning. Special 7th Police Unit investigates crimes
and they must also find a way to prevent the retaliation. While they unravel the
first crime we watch – in parallel – the victim or someone involved in the incident
plots the revenge. The suspense is often unbearable. But we can’t take the
justice into our own hands, we must uphold the law, otherwise what’s the point
of living in a society?
Directors: Sergey Popov, Dmitry Averin, Maxim Kubrinsky.
Cast: Yury Kolokolnikov, Polina Maksimova.

Yury Kolokolnikov starred in “Game of Thrones” TV-series

Russian World Studios

129

CRIME

AIRED

LIBRARY

Director:
Slava Ross.
Cast:
Alexey Chadov,
Yulia Snigir,
Sergey Puskepalis.
RIM Production

SEA DEVILS

THE OPERATIVE
Crime, comedy, romance

AN ACTOR AND
A POLICEWOMAN SOLVE CRIMES
AND PLAY ON
STAGE TOGETHER

“Sea Devils” Seasons 1-10: 280×45’
“Sea Devils. Destinies” Seasons 1-4: 52×45’

Denis Kalugin is an actor known for his only role as a noble police officer.
The management of the Ministry of Internal Affairs that oversees the
show believes that Denis is not realistic enough as a heroic crime fighter.
To improve his performance, Denis is sent as a trainee to a real police
department. Detective Darina Filatova who secretly dreams of becoming an
actress, is assigned to be his tutor. At first, they openly hate each other.
But work comes first, so Denis and Darina have to cooperate. The odd couple
proves to be a successful team — Filatova uses Kalugin’s help in solving
crimes, and Denis, in turn, introduces her to bohemian side of the city life.

One of the most popular franchises of the NTV Channel has been airing for
over 12 years. They are called the Sea Devils. This is a counterterrorism
division of combat swimmers — the Russian Navy Special Forces. They
complete the most difficult and dangerous missions. Every mission is a
combat flight to the place of operations in various parts of the country.
Stories are developing in present-day realities against the backdrop of
international conflicts, including informational ones. Viewers loved the
brave characters of the TV series so much that special seasons devoted
to each of the squad’s members, titled ‘Destinies’ were produced.

18+ SHARE 10.8%

130

2005-2018

8×50’

Distribution rights for LATAM

Available on Looke, Brazil

Action, crime

2017

AROUND 10 MLN VIEWS

18+ SHARE 28.5%

Directors: Aleksey Prazdnikov, Sergei Bassin, Kirill Kapitsa,
Ivan Savenkov and others.

MORE THAN 133 MLN VIEWS

Cast: Oleg Chernov, Daria Urgens, Ivan Parshin, Vitali Kovalenko,
Mikhail Karpenko and others.
Gamma-production

131

CRIME

LIBRARY

A TEAM OF 4 DETECTIVES AND A POLICE DOG FIGHT CRIME
IN AN ACTION PACKED PROCEDURAL

MUKHTAR. THE COMEBACK/
NEW FOOTPRINT
Crime, drama

2004-2015, 2017-2020

Seasons 1-11: 802×45’, 192×45’
Directors: Aleksandr Krymov,
Vladimir Zlatoustovsky.
Cast: Aleksandr Nosik,
Aleksandr Volkov,
Alla Kovnir, Viktor Nizovoy,
Aleksandr Voevodin,
Oksana Stashenko,
Viktor Zozulin, Valentina
Sharykina.
2B Studio, KIT Film Studio,
NTV TV company

DETECTIVEFEST SPECIAL PRIZE

‘Mukhtar’ is one of the most popular and long-living TV procedurals in Russia.
Set in Moscow, ‘Mukhtar’ is focused on the partnership between a dedicated
detective and his extraordinary K9. Mukhtar and his handler are a detective team
and they combine their individual skills to solve the most puzzling crimes. Even
after 990 episodes and 11 seasons, the show still scores high ratings (10-12%)
and remains one of the best daily primetime programs in Russia. Great cast,
charming characters (especially the dog) and action-packed but not too heavy
storylines are the key success factors that make it so popular and beloved by
viewers.
As of today, 18 dogs have played Mukhtar and he changed three partners
remaining the most important star of the show. The series have earned multiple
accolades from the Police Department and from TV industry professionals.

18+ SHARE 29.3%
15 YEARS ON AIR
DAYTIME TELEVISION BEST SERIES
SUCCESFUL RUN IN LITHUANIA AND LATVIA

Aired on

Distribution rights for LATAM

TEFI, NATIONAL TV AWARD WINNER
RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’ AWARD NOMINEE
MORE THAN 101 MLN VIEWS

132

133

CRIME

LIBRARY

LIBRARY

CORRUPT COP TURNED
BOUNTY HUNTER IS
DESPERATELY TRYING TO
ATONE FOR HIS SINS

EX SPECIAL OPS FIGHTS CRIME
AND PROTECTS FORESTS IN A
REMOTE RUSSIAN TOWN

Directors:
Ivan Schegolev,
Igor Romashchenko.

FORESTER
Crime, drama

2011-2014, 2017

KARPOV

Seasons 1-4: 144×48’; Season 5: 60×48’

Crime, drama
Leonid Zubov is a former Special Forces officer who sought peaceful and
quiet life as a ranger but found dangers and unexpected threats instead.
He’s forced to use his combat skills to protect the forest from poachers,
illegal businesses, and criminals. The ranger and his loyal dog named Red
become a real threat for all who try to break the law in the forest.

Seasons 1-3: 94×50’

18+ SHARE 29.3%

Directors: Viktor Konisevich, Sergey Artimovich, Ivan Shchegolev.
Cast: Oleg Shtefanko, Anna Bolshova, Aleksey Buldakov, Aleksandr
Tsurkan.

2012-2014

MORE THAN 356 MLN VIEWS

Mostelefilm TV Company
18+ SHARE 20.9%
ON KTK CHANNEL, KAZAKHSTAN

Dark and dramatic, this long-running police procedural is built around a controversial
character whose personal drama pushes him to act outside the law to protect justice.
After having a psychotic break and shooting 11 innocent people, former detective
Karpov spent two years in a psychiatric ward. After release, he returned to his dusty
apartment, and found a quiet job as a security guard. He kept his head down until
one day he recognized a wanted criminal shown on TV as one of the thugs he arrested
while being in law enforcement. Karpov sees an opportunity and puts together a team
of bounty hunters. All the money he gets from these risky ventures Karpov gives to his
victims and victims’ relatives, desperately trying to atone for his sins. While doing so,
Karpov risks his life, confront former colleagues and enemies, and even falls in love
with one of the victims.

Cast:
Vladislav Kotlyarsky, Nikolay Kozak,
Dmitry Blazhko, Stepan Rozhnov.
Ritm TV, Movie 232

18+ SHARE 32.4%

MORE THAN 240 MLN VIEWS
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135

CRIME

BRAND NEW

HATCHET. NEW SEASON
War, drama

2018

Seasons 1-4: 8×44’

If you don’t think it’s possible to cry over a short story about
a former white Russian officer fighting for Soviets in WWII,
you’d be very surprised. Hatchet is a multy-seasonal miniseries about a former white Russian who had lived a totally
isolated life in Siberia for 17 years. When he discovered that
WWII started in Russia, he volunteered and went to the front
lines. His main weapon is a hatchet that he got as a trophy
during WWI and he expertly uses it. In only 2 short episodes
he goes from being a lone wolf to becoming a military
intelligence officer and a war hero. Seasons 2 and 3 follow
the hero’s combat with Nazis through tragic 4 years of Great
Patriotic War.

YOU MAY HATE
THE COMMUNISTS
YET STILL LOVE YOUR
MOTHERLAND ENOUGH
TO DIE FOR IT

Director: Vladimir Semyonovikh.
Cast: Andrey Smolyakov, Daria Kalmykova,
Dmitriy Shevchenko, Oleg Vasilkov.
18+ SHARE 19.7%
Mars Media
MORE THAN 47 MLN VIEWS
PRIME-TIME LEADER
BEST TV-SERIES, NATIONAL TV
AWARD TEFI – VICTORY ANNALS
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139

MINI SERIES

BRAND NEW

THE MOST
DANGEROUS
MAILMAN JOB
IN THE WORLD

MAIL PLANE HERO
War, history, drama

2022

4×48’
World War II is in full range and Germans are in Belorussia. There are
many wounded soldiers and they need blood, but there aren’t enough
donors to provide it. The Nazi concoct a vicious plan to use children from
the local orphanage as blood supply material. To guarantee the success,
they send the orphans to a local village where they would eat well and
get healthier before being slaughtered. Local Resistance learns about
the Germans’ intentions and extracts the children from under the Nazis’
noses. It would be a fantastic operation except for one problem. With so
many kids in tow, the partisans can’t move fast and they get surrounded
by Germans. To evacuate the little ones, they need a plane. The only one
that can reach them is the old mail machine with an aged pilot at its
helm. The mail plane is no fighter jet but the pilot has to make it work.
With the landing strip down – bombed by the Germans, he needs to find a
way to land safely, get the kids, and take them back to safety.
Director: Aleksandr Balahonov.
Cast: Mikhail Evlanov, Tatiana Kazyunits, Vladimir Kapustin.
Tromedia

18+ SHARE 11.7%

140

141

MINI SERIES

BRAND NEW

A MURDER FROM
THE PSYCHIC’S
VISION BECOMES
REALITY

Director: Vitaly Vashenko.
Cast: Andrey Fadinchik,
Vadim Andreev, Kirill
Zhandarov, Lera Hodos,
Sergey Romanyuk.
Balistys

BRAND NEW

GONE WITH THE WAR
PERFECT REVENGE
Mystic, crime, drama

Drama, war
4×55’

2018

2×50’

Powerful modern drama about TV journalists in
war zones, the unique feelings they share, and the
post-war reality. The mix of war and peace create a
fast-moving plotline and the stormy romance pulls in
and twirls like a tornado. The series is a controversial,
provocative and realistic portray of modern war zones
and political games surrounding them. Tragic and
sentimental at the same time, this 4-episode show is
a rare find, relatable and universally appealing.
A journalist from a big Russian federal channel lives
a rather uneventful life, he’s famous enough but his
personal issues (drinking, mostly) come in a way of
his career growth. Few years back, he was reporting
from Afghanistan and Iraq and he went through an
incredible, thrilling romance with a female
colleague. She’s now happily married
to an oligarch, and moving up the
ladder with a blinding speed. It’s
the protagonist’s belief that love
in the war zone has no place
in peaceful life, yet, when
he finds himself again in a
hot spot with the same
colleague, they fall in
love all over again. This
time the romance
survives the war,
Director: Denis Neimand.
but will it last?

A small town is stunned with a series of gruesome murders.
The killer carves a uniquely shaped cross on victims’ bodies.
When another body surfaces, with the same carved sign,
the special crimes’ unit gets involved – the victim is the unit
chief’s son. The supposed perpetrator is in prison, so it’s
either a copycat or they’ve got a wrong man. Slowly and
meticulously detectives unfold the web of lies and follow the
evidence. They hire a consultant to assist with the mystical
aspect of the investigation. It turns out, the crimes may
originate in the consultant’s past: he keeps having visions
about disturbing scenes from his teenage years. The clouds
above his head are getting darker – can the consultant be
the real perp? To answer this question, team members have
to go through terribly dangerous and unexplainable things.

LOVE FOUND AT THE WAR ZONE
HAUNTS THE FAMOUS JOURNALIST
AT TIMES OF PEACE
142

2020

Cast: Ilya Shakunov, Viktoriya
Maslova, Daniil Spivakovsky,
Vitaly Kishchenko, Aleksandr
Dyachenko, Ivan Shabaltas,
Elisaveta Martines, Nikita
Tarasov.
3X Media

143

MINI SERIES

AIRED

UNSUNG HERO
Drama, war, romance

2021

4×48’

AIRED

FOUR FRIENDS FIGHT
NAZI COLLABORATORS
IN A REMOTE VILLAGE

The tragic, horrible war. The amazing intelligent dog. The ups
and downs of its handler and the beautiful love story – all of it
blended together in this series. 1941. The start of Great Patriotic
War. The country mobilizes all resources and Alexander Mazover
(Doberman) is charged with creating a K9 suicide squad. He has
to train dogs to run to the enemy tanks and blow them up but
from the beginning, things don’t go as planned. Doberman gets in
trouble with his commanding officer. Things pile up in a big mess
until Alexander meets Julbars and his beautiful handler, Dina. He
learns that this dog successfully blew up German tanks without
being killed. Doberman takes Julbars and uses him as an example
for other K9 soldiers, developing a behavioral pattern that saves
many dogs lives.
Director: Pavel Malkov.
Cast: Andrey Frolov, Yuliya Afanaseva,
Vasily Mischenko, Sergey Safonov,
Pyotr Loshachev.
Tromedia

THE WAR ENDS TOMORROW
War, history, drama

2020

4×55’

144

HERO SHEPHERD DOG SAVES LIVES AND
UNITES TWO LOVING HEARTS DURING WWII

In May 1945 Private Nikolay Rokotov gets injured and ends up in a hospital. He can’t
wait to go back to the frontlines, but finds himself in detention after he saves a nurse
from being raped by the hospital manager. While in detention, he meets giant Talybov,
intellectual Weismann, and thief Malyuta. All four of them escape prison and find refuge
in Nikolay’s home village. The village has been freed from the Germans, everyone is
happy that the war’s finally over, but there’s something strange going on. The villagers
are scared and talking about some “curse” or “witchery” nearby. As it turns out, the
forests around the village gave refuge to former collaborators who used to serve the
Nazis but were unable to escape in time. Now they rob the villagers, kill the Red Army
soldiers and sabotage the rebuilding effort. The four friends take on the former Polizei in
an uneven battle. Their objective is not only to cleanse the forest from the “witchery” in
human form, but also to find the traitors who lurk among their allies.

Director: Vitaly Vashchenko.
Cast: Maksim Radugin,
Boris Smolkin, Dmitry Mukhin, Olga Venikova.
Film Company Victoria – Universal Production

AROUND 18 MLN VIEWS
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MINI SERIES

AIRED

AIRED

“MY LIFE MAKES SENSE
ONLY IF I SERVE OTHERS”

TOUGH FEMALE DETECTIVE
STOPS AT NOTHING TO CATCH
A SERIAL KILLER

HERO OF ALL TIME
War, history, drama

Director: Yury Popovich.
Cast: Aristarkh Livanov, Nikolay Shestak,
Philippe Reinhardt, Maksim Saprykin, Parvin Gabiadze.
KIT Film Studio

18+ SHARE 15.2%

MORE THAN 14 MLN VIEWS

146

Distribution rights for LATAM

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
2020

Crime, thriller

2020

4×49’

4×48’

Beautifully filmed, acted, and narrated war drama about
the most fascinating WWII hero – the 87-year old soldier
Nikolai Morozov. Based on a true life story, the series tells
an incredible tale of a hero who started as a revolutionary
plotting the Alexander II assassination in 1881, and ended
as a Soviet sniper in 1942. Top Russian and Swiss stars
playing the roles of two opposing snipers, create a stern
confrontation of two ideologies and two strong personalities.
But the deepest, most touching plot line is about Morozov
transforming the lives of everyone around him with his
courage, erudition, and sense of purpose. In just 4 episodes,
we see the character going from being an anarchist to a
pacifist, becoming a renowned scientist in the process.
Upon arriving at the frontline, Morozov finds himself being
ridiculed because of his age, but it all changes, when his
intelligence and heroism save the day time after time. In the
ultimate standoff with the German sniper, the oldest Soviet
soldier shoots the bell tower with a rifle and buries the
archenemy under it. Fantastic ending.

Female-led criminal drama based on a chilling narrative. Moscow is hit by
a wave of execution-style murders – victims are brought on their knees
and shot in the back of their head. Criminal investigator Pavlenkova puts
together a highly professional team and they begin looking for similarities
between the victims but there’s nothing obvious. Pavlenkova is smart,
calculating and ingenious; she drives the men serving under her hard. Her job
consumes her so much that her only wish on the New Year’s Eve is to catch
the killer. Finally the team discovers one chilling commonality – all victims
served as police officers and executed convicts on the death row.
The investigative team finds one particular case with judicial misconduct
and it finally leads them to a suspect. The mother of the wrongfully
executed man takes justice in her own hands and kills everyone involved …
Director: Slava Kirillov.
Cast: Yevgeny Sidikhin, Yana Kraynova, Dmitry Palamarchuk, Maksim Busel,
Nerijus Mankus, Yulia Silayeva.
18+ SHARE 10%

KIT Film Studio
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MINI SERIES

AIRED

AIRED

THE MOST UNLIKELY
DUO FIGHTS NAZI IN
BELORUSSIAN FORESTS

MEDAL OF HONOR
War, drama

2015

4×44’
It’s 1945. The world is celebrating the great victory over
Nazis, but the war is not completely over. Part of China’s
territory, Manchuria, is occupied by Japan. China asks for
Soviet Union’s help and a commando unit led by Captain Ivan
Zabelin is sent to prepare and execute a plan to seize Harbin.
After failing an important military operation in Karelia,
Zabelin’s unit is known as untrustworthy. To redeem
themselves, Zabelin and his comrades head off to the
Manchuria’s forests to fight Kwantung Army of the Land of
the Rising Sun. Their adversaries are desperate samurais,
blinded by the high purpose, ready to die for it. Can 120
soldiers turn the tides and prevail over the Japanese Army?

LAST BIRDS OF WAR
War, history, drama

Director: Alexey Bystritsky.

2020

Cast: Roman Polyansky, Alersandr Aleshkin, Valery
Oshomkov, Denis Popov, Nikita Lobanov, Aleksandr Naumov,
Sergei Lobanov.

4×48’
Set in Belorussian forests, the series takes viewers on a rollercoaster
ride in which an old experienced guerilla commander is pursuing the Nazi
that kidnapped his wife and a child. He gets separated from his unit and
meets a teenage boy, now adding to his already impossible situation. The
boy is reckless and inexperienced, he often unnecessarily puts himself in
danger’s ways, but the old man never gives up on him. The commander
trains and protects the teenager and together they fight the enemy and
save each other and their loved ones. It’s a very symbolic and realistic
story where horrors of war mixed with whirlwind of young romance and a
perfect ending leaves a lasting and deep impression.

TALAN Film Company

Director: Yuri Popovich.
Cast: Vladimir Epifantsev, Anna Popova,
Maksim Saprykin, Evgenia Kaverau, Vadim Skvirsky,
Ilya Yasinsky, Elisey Vdovichenko, Alisa Dudko.

148

MORE THAN 10 MLN VIEWS

ALL IS NOT QUIET ON
THE JAPANESE-RUSSIAN
FRONT…
149

MINI SERIES

AIRED

AIRED

UPPERCUT
FOR HITLER
War, spy, history, drama

2016

4×44’

GREAT VICTORY TAKES
GREAT SACRIFICE

PROJECT DELTA

This spy thriller is based on true events. An
intelligence officer infiltrates Nazi Germany with
a secret order to kill Hitler. Viewers witness the
dark world of underground box betting, clashing
international intelligence missions, and crushing
hopes, all while being captivated by the series’
main idea — will he succeed in assassinating
Hitler or die trying?
In the midst of WWII, a young officer, and an
ex-boxer, Igor Miklashevskiy comes to Germany.
He pretends to be a Soviet Army deserter. He
passes long and torturous interrogations and
catches the attention of Standartenführer
Walter Schloss. An avid gambler, Schloss makes
Igor his personal gladiator in the underground
boxing world. Defeating his opponents one by
one, Miklashevskiy paves his way to the upper
echelons of the Third Reich. He falls in love
with the agent Anastasia Shuvalova, a French
woman of Russian descent. She helps Igor with
his secret cause — to get close to Adolf Hitler
and deliver a fatal uppercut.

War, drama, spy 
4×50’

Based on a true story. July 1941. German troops
are approaching Moscow. At Commander-inChief’s Headquarters a decision is made to
use a super secret new weapon – remotely
controlled mines. Special bomb squads plant
the explosives at train stations, factories,
residential buildings. With Germans losses
mounting, Hitler orders to obtain a sample of a
mine and to find a way to disarm it at any cost.
Soviet counter-intelligence arrests a German
agent and learns about Nazi plans. Wehrmacht
starts a massive military advance on this part
of the front. But the biggest danger lies behind
the defense lines – a German spy is working
at the military factory that makes the bombs.
He has to be found and liquidated but no one
knows who it is…

Director: Denis Neimand.
Cast: Anton Momot, Polina Tolstun,
Andrey Levin, Sergey Barkovskiy.
TALAN Film Company

Available on
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2019

Director: Vitaliy Vashchenko.

TO STOP HITLER’S AMBITIOUS
SPY OPERATION, NKVD MUST FIND
AN ELUSIVE MOLE

Cast: Anton Batyrev, Alina Sergeeva, Dmitriy
Shevchenko, Eduard Flerov, Elena Vozhakina,
Aleksandr Yatsko.
WeiT Media
MORE THAN 18 MLN VIEWS
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MINI SERIES

AIRED

AIRED

A SPY HAS TO CHOOSE BETWEEN
DUTY AND LOVE

MISSION CODE: DESERT
War, drama

2019

4×50’

In a swift move designed to behead a terrorist
group, Russian special ops capture its leader,
Masud, who confesses his plans to organize a
9/11-scale attack on Russian territory. To prevent
this from happening, one of the operatives acts
as a traitor and helps Masud escape. Working
undercover, he learns about the terrorists’ plans
and tries to find a way to communicate with his
superiors back in Russia, but it’s proving to be
a very challenging task. The rocket is launched
and it’s impossible to say until the last minute if
it reaches the destination and kills thousands of
innocent people, including the head of the state…

THE BATTALION
War, drama

2018

4×50’
Based on real events. An intense dramatic plot is accompanied
by action-packed scenes of military conflicts. In 1999, 10
Russian Special Forces operatives have to take over the Pristina
Airport and keep the Kosovo Liberation Army (with 60 times
more soldiers) out. They don’t have enough firepower and the
only man who can help the group get the weapons is Andrey,
a spy who had infiltrated the KLA. But Andrey is in love with
Venera, the daughter of the insurgents’ leader. When she is
kidnapped by the gypsies, who have their own agenda in this
conflict, Andrey must choose between his duty to his country
and saving the girl he loves.
Director: Aleksey Bystritsky.
Cast: Maksim Shchegolev, Aleksandr Bukharov, Mikhail
Babichev, Polina Yastrebova.

Director: Murad Aliev.
Cast: Pavel Trubiner, Aleksey Komashko, Beso
Gatayev, Maria Denisova.
Gamma-production

RUSSIAN FILM AND TV PRODUCERS’ AWARD
NOMINEE
18+ SHARE 16%
18+ SHARE 11.9%

KIT Film Studio, IKa film
AROUND 18 MLN VIEWS
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HE RISKS HIS LIFE UNDERCOVER TO SAVE
MILLIONS OF LIVES

AROUND 24 MLN VIEWS
‘TOGETHER’ INTERNATIONAL
FORUM NOMINEE

153

MINI SERIES

AIRED

SUPERSTAR
Music talent show

Seasons 1-2: 8×120’

2020

FADED STARS
SHINE AGAIN!
Content Innovation
Awards 2021
‘Entertainment Format
of the Year’ nominee

18+ SHARE 13.1%

MORE THAN 56 MLN VIEWS

In this hot unscripted format, faded stars from the past shine
again! Mega popular singers from the 90s and 00s come back
on stage to compete with each other and to win new fans. They
are judged by modern-day superstars. Peppered by nostalgia
from favorite oldies and colored by brilliant performances
that dazzle the audience, the show amazes and entertains.
The sharp contrast between the participants — all former
superstars, and the judges — new mega-stars — adds conflict,
drama, and dynamics that audiences crave so much.
In addition to showcasing their talents, the contestants are
sharing deeply personal stories covering their love life, grave
illnesses and struggles with obscurity.
Each episode revolves around a new theme. The contestants
are tasked with performing their biggest hit, adopting a new
genre and persona, covering a recent hit song and reinventing
a classic hit known to all. The judges evaluate the participants
using a simple system — each contestant can either receive
the highest mark of fire (2 points), the middle one of a sparkle
(1 point), or the lowest one of smoke (0 points). The contestant
with the top score by the end of the season wins.
The show’s format allows for great flexibility — a guest juror
changes from episode to episode, adding mystery and drama
to the judging process. The permanent jurors’ mix is also quite
colorful: there’s a ‘bad cop’ music critic, a ‘good cop’ music
producer, and (a bit) naive young celebrity singer. The judges
are all celebrities themselves and they don’t hold back their
harsh criticism or praise, keeping the audience guessing. This
format is sure to appeal to all international audiences who love
great music, mesmerizing shows and tense competition!

BEST WEEKEND PRIME-TIME EVENT

156

157

FORMATS

AIRED

THE MUSIC SHOW
WHERE STARS VOTE
FOR EACH OTHER
WHILE TRYING
TO WIN

SING, VOTE, WIN!
Music talent show

9x120’

2021

Nine pop stars compete in this new original NTV music show.
The program’s structure allows for invitation of any well-known
or not so famous musicians. In each episode, the participants
present a song from one of 9 themes, including classic and
trending hits. Judging system is unique - the contestants vote
for other participants, the Eurovision way. One cannot assign
points to oneself. The participant who scores the most points
after 9 episodes is the winner. Participants do not drop out. In
each episode, there’s an extra member of the jury who does not
participate in the performances. These ‘dark horse’ jurors could
be famous pop stars, music producers or composers.
At first glance, a show with such rules should be a battlefield
where participants conspire against each other creating
“military alliances” while the tension increases and may
eventually explode. That’s one way the things can go.
However, our version of the show takes a completely different
path. The atmosphere in the studio is light and humorous, the
participants and presenters exchange friendly teases, and none
of them takes the element of the competition to heart. They all
have great time, and their easygoing attitude and willingness
to experiment and have fun create fantastic atmosphere for
everyone.

18+ SHARE 11.3%

MORE THAN 56 MLN VIEWS

BEST WEEKEND PRIME-TIME EVENT
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159

FORMATS

AIRED

THE MOST
UNIQUE DRIVING
COMPETITION ON
SCREENS!

DRIVE MASTER
Talent show

Season 1: 10×120’

2019

“Drive Master” is a prime-time talent show in which
participants of all ages and from all over the country will
compete against each other in amazing stunts on a variety
of vehicles. For the first time, driving becomes a colorful
extravaganza and a real talent show!
The competition takes place inside a giant shiny studio, serving
as the center stage for the hosts and the live audience. Every
glamorous and dangerous challenge will be breathtaking,
and the studio design will reflect the theme and scope of the
different challenges. Guided by celebrity mentors, amateur
contestants will compete to be named the “Drive Master”.
The tournament-based season includes auditions and weekly
challenges that become more and more difficult with each
stage.
Trained by professional stunt masters, the participants, whose
personal stories will be entwined in the show and add the
drama, will try to wow the judges with a variety of stunts.
It could be drifting a car with an active electric saw to cut a
wooden pole, or parking between two vehicles while driving at
80 mph, or using a giant tractor shuffle to perform the bottle
cap challenge, or knocking down giant sized bowling pins.
They will be judged based on their performances, and
eliminated until only one remains standing, or, rather, driving.
This lucky person will be crowned the “Drive Master”!
Russian ver. production: NTV Channel, National Motorsport
Program “SMP Racing”, “Auto-Plus” Channel.
Co-developed by NTV and Keshet International, based on an idea
by Zipi Rozenblum and Keshet International

PERFECT FOR BRAND INTEGRATION AND SPONSORSHIP

ORDINARY PEOPLE

EXTRAORDINARY STUNTS!

SLOT SHARE MULTIPLIED BY 2 IN MALE 17 AND YOUNGER AUDIENCE

AROUND 17 MLN VIEWS

International rights:
Keshet International
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161

FORMATS

AIRED

AN INTERNATIONAL
VOCAL AND DANCING CONTEST
FOR CHILDREN DEPRIVED
OF PARENTAL CARE

376
18

from

SUPERYOU!
participants
countries

Talent show 

Seasons 1-5: 67×120’

THE WINNER OF THE SECOND
SEASON, DIANA ANKUDINOVA’S
‘DERNIERE DANSE’ MUSIC VIDEO IS
THE TOP YOUTUBE MUSIC VIDEO
FOR RUSSIAN AUDIENCE IN 2018

“Super You!” is a unique international contest for talented children
and teenagers who are growing up without their parents. They
get a chance to shine in a singing or dancing competition; each
selected participant is mentored by a celebrity jury member.
They’re special kids and they are more vulnerable so it’s our
responsibility as a society to give them a real chance. The main
idea of the program is not only to follow the children’s progress on
stage but to see their lives taking a better turn, watching these
kids becoming confident, bright stars who are in charge of their
own lives. The show had such deep emotional and social effect on
the audience that it immediately turned into a nation-wide social
project. The “Super You!” Charity Fund has been established and
each participant gets a scholarship to develop their talent. NTV
follows and supports the contestants even after they leave the
show. The care and the dedication to these kids make “Super You!”
one of the most moving and meaningful TV projects ever.
DENBEREL OORZHAK, THE WINNER OF THE
SUPERSEASON, REPRESENTS RUSSIA

Idea: Timur Weinstein.
WeiT Media

“BEST CHILDREN’S PROGRAMM”

SEASON 1 FINALE SHARE

AROUND

14.7 %

850 MLN

SPECIAL PRIZE
PITCH & PLAY LIVE FORMATS
AWARD NOMINEE
MOSCOW JOURNALISTS’ UNION PRIZE

VIEWS
“BEST SOCIAL
PROJECTS” AWARD

“STORK’S WINGS”
AWARD

F I R S T P R I M E T I M E TA L E N T S H O W W I T H I N S P I R I N G S O C I A L I M PA C T
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163

FORMATS

AIRED

IT’S ONLY GETTING
STARTED IN 60+!

TEFI MULTIMEDIA ‘SOCIALLY
MEANINGFUL INITIATIVE’ AWARD

SUPERYOU! 60+
Music talent show

Seasons 1-2: 12×120’

2021-2022

The pandemic highlighted our need to protect the elderly, especially those living alone. And
what’s better than giving them a chance to be on national TV and to feel admired, appreciated,
and famous? New original format from NTV is designed to help these very vulnerable people to
showcase their singing talent to the world. This project is a great addition to the NTV socially
meaningful initiatives.
The competition gives a chance to seniors 60+ to sing on stage like real stars and, if selected, to
hone the performance skills with a designated team of experts. NTV covers all expenses and will
follow the participants closely after the show to ensure better, happier continuations. But even
for those who won’t make a cut, NTV will provide much needed help and care. Our mission is to
make this world a better place and do our best to improve the lives of those who are alone and
vulnerable. Bring this format to your viewers and join this important social cause!

18+ SHARE 11.1%
MORE THAN 32 MLN VIEWS
BEST WEEKEND PRIME-TIME EVENT

164

165

FORMATS

AIRED

SECRET FOR A MILLION
Game show

225×90’

12th season on air

IN THIS SHOW ALL
CATS ARE LET OUT
OF THE BAGS!

Celebrities’ personal lives unfold in this quiz show. The program
is sensational and addictive, investigative and entertaining.
It reveals very personal, deep secrets celebrities have been
hiding. The host keeps a file on every celebrity and uses her
inside knowledge to formulate the questions. She never misses
an opportunity to let a secret out. Every correct answer is
rewarded with a cash prize. The last most rewarding but the
most revealing secret costs 1 million rubles. The combination
of a celebrity host and the anticipation of the scandalous,
10th question dilemma is alluring and tense. The show is not
hostile but rather, very emotional, showing to the audience
that celebrities are just as human as everyone else. The 10th
question is the hardest one, the guests see it first and then
make a decision to answer or pass. Very few volunteered to talk
so far… The commitment to social cause – all the winnings are
donated to charities – make the show even more influential and
popular with the audience.

18+ SHARE 20.5%
EXCEEDS THE DAILY AVERAGE CHANNEL SHARE BY 23%
AIRED ON ARB TV, AZERBAIJAN,
3 SEASONS COMMISSIONED

ENTERTAINMENT FORMAT OF THE YEAR
FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMME OF THE
YEAR

PITCH & PLAY LIVE FORMATS
AWARD NOMINEE

AROUND 775 MLN VIEWS

REPEATEDLY BECAME A PRIME-TIME LEADER

THE SHOW WILL BE ADAPTED ON 2 MORE TERRITORIES

166

167

FORMATS

AIRED

SHOW WHERE DNA TESTING
MAKES A REAL DIFFERENCE IN
PEOPLE’S LIVES
DNA
Talk show

18+ SHARE 18.9%
MORE THAN 594 MLN VIEWS

720×50’

Take people with burning issues, such as – is it my
real child? Do I have any siblings that I haven’t met
out there? Is he a relative or a con artist? Make
them take a DNA test, then mix them together
in a studio with live audience and real scientists
and – voila – you’ve got a hit format. Every episode
of the show is dedicated to a new case. Guests
present their sides of the story. The host leads
experts and the audience to actively participate
in the discussion with the guests and afterwards
the DNA tests are run to resolve the situation. The
show culminates when the results are in and the
most controversial, heartbreaking questions are
finally answered. The answers may break families
apart or make new ones, you never know…

BEST BRAND NEW TALK SHOW OF 2018

168

169

FORMATS

AIRED

WHAT REALLY
WORKS — INTUITION OR
DEDUCTION?
PITCH & PLAY LIVE FORMATS AWARD NOMINEE

Aired on 360 TV, Latvia, share exceeding channel’s average

PSYCHICS
VS
DETECTIVES
Reality show 

16×75’



A unique contest between critical reasoning and
supernatural abilities makes a fantastic format.
Aired in 2016-2017 seasons, the show proved to
be super popular with the diverse audience and
remains one of the most original programs out
there.
In the battle for a cash prize of 5 million
rubles the “Psychics” team competes with
the “Detectives” in solving cold cases. The
former consists of people with supernatural
abilities. The latter includes law enforcement
professionals. In each episode the teams have
to solve a real-life criminal case in 12 hours. To
do so, the teams must use their own methods
— telepathy and clairvoyance for Psychics
or ballistics tests and fingerprint analysis
for Detectives. The Secret Witness assures
that teams receive accurate and complete
information. He or she could be the main
witness for the case, the victim or the victim’s
relative. The Secret Witness chooses the
winning team in each episode. The losing team
has to eliminate the “weakest link” — the least
effective member. When one team has all of its
members eliminated, the opposite team wins
the cash prize.

170

171

FORMATS

ON AIR

ON AIR

HOUSE SOLUTION

THE VILLAGE HOUSE
SOLUTION

First run: May 2, 2001
719×50’

19 YEARS ON AIR, MORE THAN 700 EPISODES
IN TOP-6 2019 LIFESTYLE SHOWS
AVERAGE 18+ SHARE 13.4%
MORE THAN 47 MLN VIEWS

First run: October 12, 2008

The “House Solution” show is dedicated to interior design and home renovation.
Apartments of ordinary people take on a new look right in front of the viewers.
Famous designers and decorators turn dull and cramped rooms into stylish
and convenient spaces. The new interior is always a surprise for the apartment
owners. Throughout the show, viewers observe every change made to the room,
but the owners only see the result. The emotional response and gratitude of the
owners are the culmination of the show.
Hosts: Nataliya Maltseva, Olga Shulga,
Tatiana Gramon, Oksana Kozyreva.

523×50’

11 YEARS ON AIR, MORE THAN 500 EPISODES
IN TOP-2 2019 LIFESTYLE SHOWS
AVERAGE 18+ SHARE 12.4%

Teletsekh

MORE THAN 68 MLN VIEWS

Village House Solution is a gold mine of useful advice and
suggestions on improving your country house and the nearby
garden, including recommendations from experts in the field.
What can you do to turn your house into a comfortable living
place and your weed-infested garden into a real English lawn?
How not to overpay for all these renovations? Village House
Solution has all the answers! The show has a million and one
ideas for making your suburban life more enjoyable.
Hosts: Dariya Subbotina, Tatiana Gramon,
Olga Prohorova, Oksana Kozyreva.

Teletsekh

Format was adapted for Latvian viewers in 2015 as “MĀJOKĻA JAUTĀJUMS”

174

175

LIFESTYLE

ON AIR

ON AIR

5 YEARS ON AIR, MORE THAN
300 EPISODES
IN TOP-3 2019 LIFESTYLE SHOWS
18+ SHARE 14,5%
AROUND 16 MLN VIEWS

FOOD: KILLER
OR SAVIOR

THE WONDERS
OF TECHNOLOGY

First run: December 7, 2013

First run: December 2, 2012

212×44’

334×42’

Food: Killer of Savior is a science and cooking show centering on the foods we eat.
There are hundreds of scientific researches, thousands of publications and numerous
different opinions on how food affects our health. The world around us changes, and
so does the food: products considered exotic in the past are now widespread and
new technologies provide us with vivid taste sensations. But how to sort out what
is good for us, and what we better put aside for the sake of our wellbeing? Sergei
Malozemov’s show helps us eat well and stay healthy!

It sometimes seems that modern technology has gone too far and became
too advanced and complicated for an average man. The Wonders of
Technology show will prove this wrong. The creator and host of the show,
Sergey Malozemov, explains modern scientific breakthroughs capable of
changing our everyday life in an engaging and easy-to-understand way.
All tech novelties are carefully analyzed: experts are invited to provide an
educated opinion, lab tests are performed. Can you trust a robotic vacuum
cleaner to tidy up your room? Will painless injections
be available anytime soon? Answers to these and many other
questions — in every episode of The Wonders of Technology.

IN TOP-4 2019 LIFESTYLE SHOWS

18+ SHARE 17.9%

MORE THAN 27 MLN VIEWS

NATIONAL TV AWARD
TEFI-2019 SHORTLIST

Host: Sergey Malozemov.	

Stereovision

Host: Sergey Malozemov. Stereovision

176

NATIONAL TV AWARD TEFI,
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM CATEGORY
NOMINEE FOR 3 YEARS IN A ROW

177

LIFESTYLE

ON AIR

LET’S GO, LET’S EAT
First run: November 3, 2012
390×39’
IN TOP-7 2019 LIFESTYLE SHOWS
18+ SHARE 12,5%
MORE THAN 31 MLN VIEWS
NATIONAL GEOGRAFIC TRAVELLER AWARD
FOOD SHOW AWARDS 2017

178

“Let’s Go, Let’s Eat” is an engaging and delicious journey around the world.
The show participants are countryside people, hunters and fishermen, geologists
and miners from different cultures and regions. Each one of them is ready to
share their culinary secrets with the host of the show, John Warren. John is
a citizen of England who fell in love with Russia. For many years, he’s been
collecting recipes from all over the world and creating his own dishes.
His own cooking skills put him on par with the best European chefs.
Host: John Warren.
NTV-Center

179

LIFESTYLE

AIRED

ANNA
Documentary73’
Premiere: September 18, 2021

Anna Netrebko. The living legend, Metropolitan Opera prima donna, listed in TIME 100. The press all
over the world celebrates Netrebko’s “Russian soul” that shines in her brilliant performances. But
what is it, exactly? This one-of-a-kind documentary offers an insight. It explores the inner freedom
of this unique woman, her great style, beauty, talent, and… somewhat childish demeanor. This film
is the celebration of Anna’s personality and life. It is a kaleidoscope of opera backstage footage,
Anna’s past and most recent performances, interviews with her family, friends and colleagues,
unique personal life footage, even selected stories from Anna’s official Instagram!
The film is made with a distinct modern edge. The visuals are digitally enhanced with fast-paced
editing. This unique style captures Anna’s vivacious nature and her uptempo lifestyle.
Funny, lighthearted moments are mixed with insights on Anna’s life from her husband, sister, and
friends. The film covers the diva’s romance with MetOpera tenor Yusif Eivazov, struggle with her
son’s autistic spectrum disorder, and the milestones of her career.

182

“I CAN BE A GIRL,
AND BE A DIVA…
AT THE SAME TIME!”
183

DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

WHEN IMPOSSIBLE
BECOMES POSSIBLE
CONQUERING THE ARCTIC:
MISSIONS IMPOSSIBLE
Release date: April 8, 2019
4×50’
The NTV’s newest 4-part documentary project by Elizaveta Listova
focuses on the most significant yet unknown events from the Soviet
history of conquering the Arctic. The first flight over the North Pole,
Papanin’s crew dramatic survival on the drifting ice, the world’s biggest
bomb testing – these, and many other courageous stories that surround
the establishment of the Northern Sea Route unfold, episode after
episode, in this unique documentary. The filmmakers has dusted off the
respected genre of documentary and enriched it with all the high-tech
bells and whistles the modern cinema has to offer.
Author: Elisaveta Listova

AROUND 1 MLN VIEWS
BEST DOCUMENTARY SERIES NOMINEE
ON TBI CONTENT INNOVATION AWARD
TV-FILM FORUM “TOGETHER” SPECIAL PRIZE

Distribution rights for LATAM
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185

DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

OLD MAN, PIKH-PIKH
AND THE SEA
Release date: April 7, 2017
1×46’

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
OF RUSSIAN FAR NORTH
CULTURE AND CUSTOMS

One-of-a-kind dive into Chukotka people’s lives, customs, and history. This is
the land where summer temperatures rarely go above 8 degrees, kids learn
how to hunt using a spear, and people are fearless and brave in the face of
whales, polar bears, and freezing waters. NTV journalist Vadim Fefilov took a
long trip to the Russian Far North to experience the cold Chukotka Fall and live
in the nomadic reindeer herders’ camps. There he met a unique man — Mikhail
Zelensky. Zelensky is Russian and Polish by descent but considers himself a
Chukchee and speaks their native language. This old man became Fefilov’s
guide to the locals’ harsh daily routine and customs. During the Perestroika,
he was the first businessman on Chukotka and was a three-time elected Head
of the District where whale hunters live. Once again, Zelensky took a trip to
tundra to visit his reindeer herder friends and then suddenly decided to ship
out to hunt whales with a heavy harpoon. Vadim Fefilov followed the old man
along, learned everything about the tundra life, and even got himself a new,
Chukchee name.

Created by: Vadim Fefilov.

MORE THAN 2 MLN VIEWS

186

187

DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

AIRED

THE MIRACLE OF HOLY FIRE
Live broadcast

2004-2021

1×90’

Unique product from NTV – annual live broadcast of the pivotal Orthodox rite with multicamera set up. Ancient, sacred and inspiring spectacle, gathering millions of believers in
front of their screens.
The Miracle of Holy Fire occurs every year at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem on Great Saturday, the day preceding Orthodox Easter. Tens of thousands of
believers gather in and near the church to light their candles and lanterns from the Holy
Fire believed to be sent by God Himself. For 17 years straight, NTV Channel handled the
live broadcast of the ceremony.
The Holy Fire is the symbol of God’s blessing. Pilgrims carry the fire to more than 15
countries, including Russia.
Renowned priests and theologists comment the event while the channel’s special
correspondent reports live from the church. The live broadcast is complemented with
pre-recorded stories on Orthodox Christianity, Holy Fire and its history.

ATHOS. RUSSIAN LEGACY
Release date: April 30, 2016
1×46’

18+ SHARE 24.7%

Creators of this unique documentary managed to accomplish almost
impossible task – visit a holy place where no filming crew has ever been
before. They were blessed to work in the largest monasteries of Athos,
the only monastic republic in the world. The author of the film, Sergey
Kholoshevsky, saw the everyday life of monks with his own eyes, visited
their skets and cells, and is ready to tell the story of the Russian heritage
of holy Mount Athos.
Created by: Sergey Kholoshevsky.

Broadcast rights acquired by

UNIQUE MULTI-CAMERA SET UP

Ukraine
Bulgaria
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MORE THAN 3 MLN VIEWS

AROUND 1 MLN VIEWS

189

DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

AIRED

BURIED IN BAGHDAD

THE GEORGIAN WAR –
TRUTH OR DARE?

Release date: May 14, 2018

Release date: August 8, 2018

1×35’

1×27’

This insightful documentary tells the tale of the country
torn apart by powerful hegemonies that claimed to have the
true cause but were never able to prove it. The film tackles
some of the toughest stories from the streets of Baghdad,
investigating many burning issues from the ineptness of
the new regime to establish a true order to chilling details
of Saddam Hussein last minutes. The interview with his
executioner is the most unique part of the film. The man has
never revealed himself or spoken to the journalists before.

Same news is portrayed differently when it comes to Georgian-Ossetian
conflict in August 2008. The information war started even before the
rockets hit the ground in Tskhinvali. The word has been divided into
‘us’ and ‘them’. And even though international experts agreed that it
was Georgia that started the war, Western countries can’t shake the
prejudice and look at the events of 2008 through a more objective lens.
NTV journalist Sergei Kholoshevsky attempts to change that and takes a
deep dive into the reasons and facts of the Georgia-Ossetia war. He talks
to civilians who lived through that war and to military and state officials
who were in the middle of the fighting. He asks tough questions and gets
answers that shed a new light on the August 2008. But do you really
want to know it?

AROUND 2 MLN VIEWS

Created by: Vadim Fefilov.
Distribution rights for LATAM

190

Distribution rights for LATAM

Created by: Sergey Kholoshevsky.

191

DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

Created by:
Vadim Glusker.

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

BIG BROTHER

BEAUTY

WEATHER-BENDERS

CULTS

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE

ANTI-HEALTH PILLS

SECRET SOCIETIES

INFECTIONS

GLOBAL BACKSTAGE
Production years: 2016-2017
7×41’-47’
A unique investigative series about global issues and the secrets kept from the public
by big companies, governments, and religious organizations. One of the NTV’s best
journalists Vladimir Glusker researches beauty industry lies, “Big Brother” tricks, and
the cults’ manipulation techniques. Step by step, he reveals new aspects of the global
backstage that no one has ever exposed before. He talks to international experts,
victims, and conducts provocative experiments, making this documentary series
unlike anything you’ve ever seen.

AROUND 1 MLN VIEWS

Distribution rights for LATAM
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DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

AIRED

TOP SECRET VEHICLE
Release date: May 18, 2018
1×35’

REVOLUTION
LIVE

The most mysterious new limousine in Russian history
– AURUS – has been designed and made recently for the
Passenger # 1, Russian President Vladimir Putin. The history
of creating this unique machine unfolds in this fascinating
documentary, revealing to the viewers the ‘never-heardbefore’ facts about the car, its engine, crash test results,
and polygon tests. Truly one of a kind documentary about the
mystery car and its passenger that the world is so curious to
hear…
Created by: Alexey Polyakov.

Release date: February 27, 2017 
6×50’
Created by:
Vladimir Chernyshev.

Distribution rights
for LATAM
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With a deep dive into the tragic turmoil in Russian history, this series
exposes previously unknown facts and presents controversial theories
about the reasons and consequences of the October Revolution. It moves
from analyzing the Russian Empire’s economic situation before World
War I to covering fascinating stories that surrounded the Revolution:
the revolutionary movements, intellectual currents in literature, political
reforms, and subsequent tensions. A skillfully reconstructed reality
and 3D models help create a very realistic atmosphere of those years.
The project is a courageous attempt to give its viewers a glimpse into
the most thrilling secrets of the Revolution and let the audience decide
whether the tragedy could
have been prevented.

AROUND 3 MLN VIEWS

Distribution rights for LATAM
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DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

AIRED

TURKISH
BACKSTAGE
Release date: June 4, 2016

TURN-KEY
REVOLUTION
2×44’

Relations between Russia and Turkey have always been complex. If we add
up all the time periods of the Russian-Turkish wars, it turns out that the
two countries spent almost 70 years fighting each other. Historical evidence
confirms 12 full-scale Russian-Turkish wars. In fact, there had been many
more of them. Nowadays, relations between Russia and Turkey are still tense.
In a two-part film, the author tries to figure out the future of those relations.
Created by: Roman Sobol.

AIRED

Release date: September 24, 2016

WORLD WAR II.
THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR
2×44’

What are the similarities and the differences in the formula of the
1917 Russian Revolution and the modern revolutions in different parts
of the world? Is it possible to control the mass consciousness using
the simplest methods? In his documentary called Turn-key Revolution,
Vladimir Chernyshev tried to figure out if there were universal rules for
coups, whether it was possible to organize a revolution from scratch, and
also found out the personalities of the modern insurgents, arranging turnkey and tailor-made coups.
Created by: Vladimir Chernyshev.

AIRED

Release date: April 18, 2015

RASPUTIN.
INVESTIGATION
5×52’

We might think that WWII holds no more secrets after so many years,
but it would be so far from the truth. In fact, we know very little about
this most dramatic and terrible event in the world history, about former
enemies and allies. Did you know about the plot to backstab the Soviet
Union and to crush the Red Army right after Germany’s capitulation?
Why did the NKVD conduct an additional investigation to reveal the
circumstances of Hitler’s disappearance? How did weapons of mass
destruction become weapons of mass deception? In search of answers,
the authors traveled to three continents and gathered amazing new
evidence.

Release Date: December 30, 2016

1×90’

December 30, 2016, was the 100th anniversary of Grigori Rasputin’s
assassination. The film-makers decided to conduct a criminal and
esoteric investigation to reveal the mysteries of Rasputin’s life and
the circumstances of his death. The film has two parallel narratives:
a scrutinized story of the day Rasputin was killed and a detailed
chronology of his life. Aleksey Pivovarov, the author of the project, was
in charge of the documentary part of the film, but the “feelings” and the
things that happened at the place where the “holy man” was murdered
are described by psychic Fatima Khadueva.
Created by: Aleksey Pivovarov.

Created by: Aleksandr Emir-Shakh.
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Distribution rights for LATAM
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DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

AIRED

SEVASTOPOL
WALTZ
Release Date: 9 May, 2016

AIRED

SEVASTOPOL.
IN MAY 1944
1×54’

A documentary about Sevastopol in 1941–1942, the period of the city’s
second siege, does not focus on the war, but on the life during the war.
The bomb shelters of Sevastopol are an underground city with a huge
labyrinth of thousand-meter rock corridors. There are legends about the
catacombs that suggest that a lot of factories located there supported
the front line forces. They made grenades, mortars, and mines, as well
as sewed uniforms for soldiers. There was an armory and a colossal
hospital; there was a school, a kindergarten, “apartments,” and
underground streets with their own names. However, since the war came
to an end, no one has personally seen these underground labyrinths, as
secret military facilities were organized there.

Release date: May 8, 2016 

AIRED

RUSSIAN AMERICA.

RED EASTER
1×46’

In 1942, the Nazis besieged Sevastopol for 250 days; in 1944, Soviet
soldiers stormed the rock-solid Mount Sapun in just 9 hours. The film is an
attempt to understand the chronology of the events and to take a look at
the history of heroic resistance and the liberation of the legendary city as
the eyewitnesses saw it. The history of the battle for the city is unique.
Rare footage of the chronicle, memoirs of the participants, and official
records were all used in this movie.

Release date: May 1, 2016

FAREWELL TO THE CONTINENT
1×46’

The film is dedicated to the history of Easter and the traditions
associated with this holy day in Russia. The fate of Orthodox Easter is
complex and interesting. As we know, the pre-revolutionary Easter was
one of the main holidays in a city and the main one in a village. After the
Revolution, religious sentiments were first persecuted and then ridiculed.
The goal was to not just ban the holy day, but to discourage people from
celebrating it. Back then, an obvious alternative to Easter became May
Day, often referred to as International Workers’ Day.

Created by: Sergey Kholoshevsky.
Created by: Olga Belova and Aleksey Pivovarov.

Release Date: March 31, 2017

1×67’

150 years ago, William H. Seward, then the US Secretary of State, and
Eduard de Stoeckl, the Ambassador of the Russian Imperial Court signed
and sealed a treaty on the Alaska purchase. Alaska was sold secretly,
and Russian America was quickly forgotten. Along with that, Russia also
left behind the exploit of the pioneers: merchants, hunters, fishermen,
and Navy officers. And what is still there? Orthodox churches, street
names like Kashevarov Avenue, Shelikhov Street, etc. Also, a few Russian
names in the documents of the descendants of the mixed marriages
between our fellow countrymen and local women. Finally, there are
myths and conjectures. Why did they sell? Why so cheap? And most
importantly, where did the gold from the Russian America purchase go?
Created by: Egor Kolyvanov.

Created by: Elizaveta Listova.
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Distribution rights for LATAM

Distribution rights for LATAM
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DOCUMENTARY

AIRED

AIRED

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS
BY SERGEY MALOZEMOV
Years of production: 2013-2014 

9×48’

This is a series of thrilling documentaries about fundamental issues affecting our health. Created
by Sergey Malozemov, a journalist with a medical degree, the films reveal previously unknown
sides of the most burning issues — the dangers of obesity, eating salt and sugar, seeking possible
immortality. Each series takes viewers to different places and reveals mind-blowing facts about
the issues that worry most of us. Thorough investigations of the topics, supported by expert
opinions, research results, and live experiments will keep the audience glued to their screens and
craving more.
Created by: Sergey Malozemov.

LONGEVITY POLE
Release date: March 10, 2017
1×45’
Most of us wish to live forever or at least for the next 100 years. How do we make this dream come
true? To answer the question, the film-maker went to the Pole of Cold — the town of Oymyakon in
the Sakha Republic — the coldest place in the Northern Hemisphere. Oymyakon is also the pole of
longevity. Many generations of Oymyakon residents have easily lived to be over 100. How is that
possible? Is it the extremely rigorous climate or the purely organic diet? Or perhaps, the fact that for
centuries, Oymyakon people have been isolated with barely any contacts with the outside world? Can
the metropolises’ dwellers adopt their unique experience? What studies do Russian scientists conduct
to prolong people’s lives? And what can we do right now?
Created by: Aleksey Pobortsev.

Distribution rights for LATAM
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MORE THAN 1 MLN VIEWS

ANTI-FAT
VACCINE

SALT AND SUGAR.
TASTY DEATH

TECHNOLOGY
OF IMMORTALITY

This one is very dramatic and engaging. It packs
a thorough investigation of diets, trends and
fads, scientific analysis of pills, supplements,
and other methods that claim slimming effects,
plus real testing of different weight loss
strategies and review of French and Japanese
cultures that are known for the low obesity
rates. International experts from France, Japan,
US, UK, and Germany speak up about what
works and what doesn’t for people who want to
lose weight.

Deep dive into good, bad, and ugly sides of
salt and sugar in our diets. Proponents and
opponents of these magic powders speak up,
theories are tested in space, and international
experts give their opinion. Balanced, interesting,
and very informative.

While the humanity is arguing about the ethical
aspect of cloning, the laboratory in Seoul
continues cloning pets. A piece of animal skin,
$150,000, and happy owners get a puppy – an
exact genetic copy of their deceased dog, but is
it really the same one? The race for immortality
is on and the film explores different technologies
associated with it, such as cryonic storage,
AI brain mirroring, bioprinting organs on a
3D printer, nano-particles that keep humans
eternally young, and so on. But what would it be
like to live in a world where there is no death?

MORE THAN 3 MLN VIEW
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LIKE
IN THE MOVIES
Release Date: August 27, 2017

DOPING
WADA-METER
8×46’

The documentary series centering on stories of the people whose lives
are surprisingly similar to the fate of the famous movie characters. Each
film is dedicated to real heroes who managed to escape from captivity,
saving both themselves and dozens of others, survive in the desert, and
stand against gunmen and pirates. They are ordinary people: mothers,
fathers, sisters, and brothers. They didn’t know what they were capable
of until they found themselves on the verge of human abilities. Now, they
are ready to tell their stories and prove that the real heroes are not the
characters from Hollywood blockbusters, but regular people like us.

Release date: August 25, 2016

Created by: Geliya Karimova.

AIRED

CHILDHOOD’S
END
2×46’

The notorious World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) was created in 1999 and
it changed everything in the world of global sports. WADA is allegedly
independent, so why is it used to put pressure on certain countries?
“Russia is the main doping center of our time,” they keep saying.
However, the documents published by WADA itself are not conclusive:
Russia is only 52nd in the world “doping rating.” So, what’s the deal?
Why did most Russian track-and-field athletes and weightlifters miss
the Olympics while the others are suffering from severe pressure? Is the
main goal of WADA to fight against doping regulations offenders or to give
Russian sports a bad name? Who actually manages all these actions?

Created by: Aleksandr Oleynikov.
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Release Date: October 22, 2016

STAYING
HUMAN
1×44’

According to the official data, over 700 teenagers in Russia committed
suicide last year. The unofficial numbers are much more terrifying… They
were brought up in orderly families from all over the country. The only
thing they had in common was that all of them used social networks
where they believed they could escape from their mediocre existence.
The teenagers’ strange vogue of despondency, depressive music, and
private online communities with game-like interaction between users…
At first, it seems that these communities are the only place where one
can be understood and accepted. But is that so? In his investigation, the
author of the film is assisted by the parents of the kids who took their
own lives. Did they do it on their own accord or did someone push them
towards suicide?

Release date: September 29, 2017

1×44’

Geneticists are enthusiastic: experiments on human embryos are already
underway. There are talks of a sports gene and a search for a gene in
charge of intellect. Some scientists claim that we’ve opened a Pandora
box and took a step towards “consumer eugenics” making “tailor-made”
children using fancy and brand-name genes. Is there any guarantee that
such products won’t be monopolized by the elites? Is there a line, beyond
which our inventions could be used against us? And the most important
question — will we stay human in the process?
Created by: Kirill Pozdnyakov.

Created by: Andrey Stenyakhin.
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